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THE Lp-BOUNDEDNESS OF WAVE OPERATORS FOR
TWO DIMENSIONAL SCHRO¨DINGER OPERATORS
WITH THRESHOLD SINGULARITIES
KENJI YAJIMA
Abstract. We generalize the recent result of Erdog˘an, Goldberg
and Green on the Lp-boundedness of wave operators for two di-
mensional Schro¨dinger operators and prove that they are bounded
in Lp(R2) for all 1 < p < ∞ if and only if the Schro¨dinger op-
erator possesses no p-wave threshold resonances, viz. Schro¨dinger
equation (−∆ + V (x))u(x) = 0 possesses no solutions which sat-
isfy u(x) = (a1x1 + a2x2)|x|−2 + o(|x|−1) as |x| → ∞ for an
(a1, a2) ∈ R2 \{(0, 0)} and, otherwise, they are bounded in Lp(R2)
for 1 < p ≤ 2 and unbounded for 2 < p < ∞. We present also a
new proof for the known part of the result.
1. Introduction and main results
Let H0 = −∆, D(H0) = W 2,2(R2) be the free Schro¨dinger operator
on Rd, d ≥ 1 and V (x) a real measurable function on Rd. Suppose
that, for some γ > 1/2, 〈x〉γ|V (x)|1/2(H0 + 1)− 12 , 〈x〉 = (1 + |x|2) 12 , is a
compact operator on L2(Rd). Then, Schro¨dinger operator H = −∆+V
defined via the quadratic form is selfadjoint ([27]); the spectrum σ(H)
consists of the absolutely continuous part σac(H) = [0,∞) and the
point spectrum σp(H) which can accumulate only to zero ([1]); L
2(Rd)
is the orthogonal sum of the the absolutely continuous subspace L2ac(Rd)
for H and the space of eigenfunctions of H. The scattering theory
compares the large time behavior of scattering solutions e−itHϕ, ϕ ∈
L2ac(Rd) of the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation
i∂tu(t) = Hu(t), u(0) = ϕ ∈ L2ac(Rd) (1.1)
with that of free solutions e−itH0ϕ0 and the wave operators are defined
by the following strong limits
W± = lim
t→±∞
eitHe−itH0 . (1.2)
It is well known ([1, 23]) that W± exist, they are complete in the sense
Image W± = L2ac(H) and they satisfy the intertwining property:
e−itHPac(H) = W±e−itH0W ∗±, t ∈ R, (1.3)
Pac(H) being the orthogonal projection onto L
2
ac(H). It follows that all
scattering solutions e−itHPac(H)ϕ, become asymptotically free in the
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remote past and far future:
lim
t→±∞
‖e−itHPac(H)ϕ− e−itH0ϕ±‖ = 0, ϕ± = W ∗±ϕ.
Then a simple argument shows that the intertwining property (1.3) can
be extended to Borel functions of H and H0:
f(H)Pac(H) = W±f(H0)W ∗±, (1.4)
which reduces various properties of f(H) to those of the Fourier mul-
tiplier f(H0) if W± satisfy certain corresponding properties.
If W± are bounded in Lp(Rd) for a range of p ∈ I ⊂ [1,∞], then
(1.4) instantly produces a set of estimates that for any {p, q} ∈ I × I∗,
I∗ = {q = p/p− 1: p ∈ I},
‖f(H)Pac(H)‖B(Lq ,Lp) ≤ C‖f(H0)‖B(Lq ,Lp),
‖f(H0)‖B(Lp,Lq) ≤ C−1‖f(H)Pac(H)‖B(Lp,Lq)
for a C = Cp,q independent of f , where B(X, Y ) is the Banach space of
bounded operators from X to Y and B(X) = B(X,X). Such estimates
are often very useful and have many applications. Thus, the problem
of whether or not W± are bounded in Lp(Rd) has attracted interest
of many authors and various results have been obtained under various
assumptions: If H has no singularities at zero (see Definition 1.4 be-
low), W± are bounded in Lp(Rd) for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ if d ≥ 3 ([37, 38])
and for 1 < p < ∞ if d = 1, 2 ([36, 6, 39, 18]); if H has singularities
at zero, a rather complete result is known if d 6= 2, 4 and, the range
of p for which W± are bounded in Lp(Rd) has been determined, which
depends on the dimensions d, the type of singularities at zero and the
rate of decay as |x| → ∞ of the corresponding zero energy resonances
or eigenfunctions ([40, 12, 15, 41, 42]); however, only partial results
are obtained when d = 2 or d = 4. For d = 2, Erdog˘an, Goldberg
and Green [11] have recently shown that W± are bounded bounded in
Lp(R2) for all 1 < p < ∞ if the singularities at zero are associated
either with s-wave resonances only or with zero energy eigenfunctions
only. If d = 4 and the singularity is associated with zero eigenvalue
only, then W± are bounded in Lp(R2) for all 1 ≤ p < 4 or 1 ≤ p < ∞
depending on the nature of zero energy eigenfunctions ([13, 19]).
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem on the Lp-
boundedness of wave operators for Schro¨dinger operators in R2 which
generalizes the result of [11]:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose 〈x〉4V ∈ L 43 (R2) and 〈x〉γ|V (x)| ∈ L1(R2) for
a constant γ > 8. Suppose further that H has no p-wave resonances at
the threshold, viz. Schro¨dinger equation (−∆+V (x))u(x) = 0 possesses
no solutions u(x) which satisfy
u(x) = (a1x1 + a2x2)|x|−2 + o(|x|−1), (|x| → ∞)
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for an (a1, a2) ∈ R2\{(0, 0)}. Then, W± are bounded in Lp(R2) for any
1 < p < ∞ and otherwise, W± are bounded in Lp(R2) for 1 < p ≤ 2
and unbounded for 2 < p <∞.
As remarked above the result is known if H is regular ([39]), if it
has only singularities of the first kind at zero or if the singularities
are associated with zero energy eigenfunctions only ([11]) and we shall
give a new proof for these cases under slightly weaker assumptions that
〈x〉γ|V (x)| ∈ L1(R2) for γ > 4 (or γ > 8 for the eigenvalue only case)
and 〈x〉4V ∈ L 83 (R2). We also remark that the problem for end points
p = 1 and p = ∞ remains open. A similar result has recently been
obtained for Schro¨dinger operators H with point interactions on R2:
([4], [5] and [43]). Actually the main ideas of the proof is borrowed
from [4] and [43].
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We
prove it only for W+. The result for W− then follows via the complex
conjugation Cu(x) = u(x): W− = CW+C−1. We briefly explain here the
basic strategy for the proof introducing some notation and displaying
the plan of the paper. Various constants are denoted by C which may
differ at each appearance and the notation Cα is used for emphasizing
that the constant depends on α. We shall use the function space
D∗ = {u ∈ S(R2) | uˆ ∈ C∞0 (R2 \ {0})}. (1.5)
D∗ is a dense subspace of Lp(R2) for any 1 < p <∞. ‖u‖p = ‖u‖Lp(R2)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, ‖u‖ = ‖u‖2. H2 is the Hilbert space of operators of
Hilbert-Schmidt type on L2(R2).
The proof relies on the stationary representation of W+ (see e.g.
[23]):
W+u(x) = u(x)−
∫ ∞
0
(G0(−λ)vM(λ)−1vΠ(λ)u)(x)λdλ, u ∈ D∗.
(1.6)
As we shall see the integral (1.6) converges absolutely for almost all
x ∈ R2 for u ∈ D∗. Here G0(λ) = (H0 − λ2)−1 for λ ∈ R \ {0} is
the boundary value of the free resolvent defined for λ ∈ C+ = {λ ∈
C : =λ > 0} and it is the convolution operator with
Gλ(x) = 1
(2pi)2
∫
R2
eixξdξ
ξ2 − λ2 =
i
4
H
(1)
0 (λ|x|) ; (1.7)
H
(1)
0 (z) is the Hankel function of the first kind; we often write H(λ)
for i
4
H
(1)
0 (λ); for V (x) of the theorem we define
U(x) = signV (x), v(x) = |V (x)|1/2, w(x) = U(x)v(x) ;
then, vG0(λ)v is an H2-valued C2 function of λ ∈ C+ \{0}, C+ = {λ ∈
C : =λ ≥ 0}, and we define
M(λ) = U + vG0(λ)v, λ > 0;
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M(λ)−1 ∈ B(L2(R2)) exists for any λ > 0 by virtue of the absence of
positive eigenvalues ([22]);
Π(λ)u(x) =
1
ipi
(G0(λ)−G0(−λ))u(x) (1.8)
is the spectral projection of H0; we have
Π(λ)u(x) =
1
2pi
∫
S1
eiλωxuˆ(λω)dω =
1
2pi
∫
S1
(Fτ−xu)(λω)dω , (1.9)
where Fu(ξ) = uˆ(ξ) is the Fourier transform:
Fu(ξ) = 1
2pi
∫
R2
e−ixξu(x)dx;
τy is the translation by y ∈ R: τyu(x) = u(x− y).
For continuous functions f(λ) on (0,∞) we have
f(λ)Π(λ)u = Π(λ)f(|D|)u, λ > 0, (1.10)
where f(|D|)u(x) = F∗f(|ξ|)Fu(x) is the Fourier multiplier.
From the series expansion of the Hankel function (2.1), we have (see
Lemma 5.3)
M(λ) = U + g(λ)v ⊗ v + vN0v + λ2g(λ)G1 + λ2G2 +O(gλ4), (1.11)
where with Euler’s constant γ and with principal branch of log
g(λ) = − 1
2pi
log
(λ
2
)
+
i
4
− γ
2pi
; (1.12)
N0 is the Newton potential; G1 is rank 4 operator:
N0u(x) = − 1
2pi
∫
R2
log |x− y|u(y)dy;
G1u(x) =
1
4
∫
R2
|x− y|2u(y)dy . (1.13)
G2u(x) =
1
8pi
∫
R2
|x− y|2 log
(
e
|x− y|
)
u(y)dy . (1.14)
We indiscriminately denote by v ⊗ w or |v〉〈w| the one dimensional
operator
f 7→ v(x)
∫
R2
w(y)f(y)dy
without complex conjugate.
(u, v) =
∫
R2
u(x)v(x)dx, 〈u, v〉 =
∫
R2
u(x)v(x)dx.
These notation will be used whenever the coupling make sense.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be split into several parts. We take
and fix χ ∈ C∞0 (R) such that
χ(λ) = 1 for |λ| ≤ 1/2 and χ(λ) = 0 for |λ| ≥ 1; (1.15)
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and define for a > 0
χ≤a(λ) = χ(λ/a), χ≥a(λ) = 1− χ≤a(λ). (1.16)
Then W+ = W+χ≥2a(|D|) + W+χ≤2a(|D|) is the decomposition of W+
into the high and the low energy parts. They have stationary represen-
tations W+χ≥2a(|D|)u = χ≥2a(|D|)u+ Ωhighu and the likewise, where
Ωhighu =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vM(λ)−1vΠ(λ)uχ≥2a(λ)λdλ , (1.17)
Ωlowu =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vM(λ)−1vΠ(λ)uχ≤2a(λ)λdλ . (1.18)
After introducing some more notation in section 2, we record in
section 3 estimates on some integral operators which will be repeatedly
used in the paper. A very import role will be played by the singular
integral operator K defined by
Ku(x) =
∫ +∞
0
G−λ(x)λ
(∫
S1
(Fu)(λω)dω
)
dλ (1.19)
which is closely related the representation formula (1.6) (see (3.5)). K
is bounded in Lp(R2) for all 1 < p <∞ (cf. Lemma 3.2).
Definition 1.2. (1) We say an operator is a good operator if it is
bounded in Lp(R2) for any 1 < p <∞.
(2) We say an operator T or an operator valued function T (λ) is a
good producer if the operator defined by (1.6) with T or T (λ)
in place of M(λ)−1 is a good operator.
(3) We say a function f(λ) is a good multiplier if f(|D|) is a good
operator. M(R2) denotes the space of good multipliers.
(4) For a function f defined near 0 (or near infinity) we say Tλ =
O2(f) as λ → 0 (resp. as λ → ∞) if Tλ is an H2 valued C2
function near 0 (resp. near ∞) and satisfies ‖∂jλT (λ)‖H2 ≤
Cf(λ)λ−j there.
The following proposition will be proved in Lemmas 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7
by the help of the operator K:
Proposition 1.3. (A) Let ε > 0 and a > 0. The followings are good
producers:
(1) Good multiplier.
(2) Finite rank operators
∑n
j,k=1 ajkvj ⊗ wj where uj, vj ∈ L2(R2).
(3)
∑n
j,k=1 ajk(λ)vj ⊗ wj where vj, wj ∈ L2(R2) and ajk ∈M(R2).
(4) T ∈ B (see Definition 3.4 below).
(5) Tλ = O2(λ1+ε) as λ→ 0 for an ε > 0.
(6) Tλ = O2(λ−ε) as λ→∞ for an ε > 0.
(B) Let ZF be defined by (1.6) with multiplication by F ∈ L1(R2) in
place of vM(λ)−1v. Then, ‖ZF‖B(Lp) ≤ Cp‖F‖1 for any 1 < p <∞.
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We give a new proof of the known result that W+χ≥2a(|D|) is a
good operator ([39]) in section 4. In (1.17) we expand M(λ)−1 =
U(1 + vG0(λ)w)
−1, w = Uv into the sum
4∑
j=0
(−1)jU(vG0(λ)w)j − U(vG0(λ)w)5(1 + vG0(λ)w)−1, (1.20)
which produces Ωhigh =
∑5
j=0 Ωh,j. By virtue of Proposition 1.3 (B),
Ωh,0 = ZV is a good operator. For proving that Ωh,j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 are
good operators, we shall use the expression (Lemma 4.5)
V G0(λ)V =
∫
R2
My(x)H(|y|λ)τydy, (1.21)
where My(x) = V (x)V (x − y) and H(λ) = (i/4)H(1)0 (λ). Then (1.17)
with V G0(λ)V in place of vM(λ)
−1v is equal by virtue of (1.10) to
Ωh,1u =
∫
R2
ZMy(H(|y||D|)τyχ≥2a(|D|)u)dy.
We show ‖H(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|)‖B(Lp) ≤ Cp(1 + | log |y||) in Lemma 4.7.
Then, (B) of Proposition 1.3 implies
‖Ωh,1‖B(Lp) ≤ Cp
∫
R2
|V (x)V (y)|(1 + | log |x− y||)dxdy <∞.
For j = 2, 3, 4, U(vG0(λ)w)
j have expressions similar to (1.21) and Ωh,j
become good operators (cf. Proposition 4.8); under the smoothness
assumption 〈x〉4V ∈ L 43 , we have the decay of the resolvent for large
λ > 0 ‖vG(l)0 (λ)w‖H2 ≤ Cλ−1/2, j = 0, 1, 2 (cf. Lemma 4.3). Then,
the final term of (1.20) is O2(λ− 12 ) as λ → ∞ and Ωh,5 is also a good
operator by virtue of Proposition 1.3 (6).
We prove that the low energy part W+χ≤2a(|D|) or equivalently Ωlow
satisfies Theorem 1.1 in section 5, which will be divided into six sub-
sections. We define
P = (v/‖v‖2)⊗ (v/‖v‖2), Q = 1− P, T0 = U + vN0v.
We first recall in subsections 5.1 Feshbach formula and Jensen-Nenciu’s
lemma ([17]) which will be used for analysing M(λ)−1 for λ → 0 and,
in subsection 5.2 we recall estimates of [10] (see also [11]) on
M0(λ) = M(λ)− g(λ)v ⊗ v − T0, M1(λ) = M0(λ)− vλ2(gG1 +G2)v
We start studying Ωlow in subsection 5.3. We recall the following defi-
nition of the type of sigularities of H at zero ([17], see also [30, 10, 11]).
Definition 1.4. H is said to be regular at zero if QT0Q is invertible
in QL2(R2). Otherwise, H is singular at zero. If H is singular at zero,
let S1 be the projection in QL
2(R2) onto Ker QL2(R2)QT0Q.
(1) We say H has singularities of the first kind at zero, if T1 =
S1QT0PT0QS1|S1L2 : S1L2(R2)→ S1L2(R2) is non-singular.
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(2) If T1 is singular, let S2 be the projection in S1L
2(R2) onto
Ker T1. We say H has singularities of the second kind at
zero, if T2 = S2(vG1v)S2|S2L2(R2) : S2L2(R2)→ S2L2(R2) is non-
singular.
(3) We say H has singularities of the third kind at zero if T2 is
singular. Let S3 be the projection in S2L
2(R2) onto Ker T2.
In subsection 5.3 we prove Ωlow is a good operator if H is regular at
zero by showing that, with rank 2 operator L, M(λ)−1 = (g(λ)+c)−1L+
B +O2(gλ2) as λ → 0 and then, by applying Proposition 1.3. This is
considerably simpler than the proof in [39] which uses integration by
parts technique.
We begin studying Ωlow in the case when H is singular at zero in
subsection 5.4. We first collect some preliminaries. We shall take
advantage here of the fact that rankS1 is finite and all operators as-
sociated with the singularities of M(λ)−1 act in S1L2(R2) and that
ζ ∈ S1L2(R2) satisfies the vanishing moment condition∫
R2
v(x)ζ(x) = 0. (1.22)
In subsection 5.5 we prove that Wlow is a good operator if H has a
singularities of the first kind at zero (cf. [11]). In this case rankS1 = 1
and, if S1 = ζ ⊗ ζ, ζ gives rise to the s-wave resonance via (5.33) and
H has no other resonances nor zero energy eigenvalue ([17]); except the
leading singular term −c1(log λ+ c2)ζ ⊗ ζ M(λ)−1 has good producers
of Proposition 1.3 (cf. [11]) and, modulo a good operator
Ωlowu ≡ −c1
∫ ∞
0
(log λ+c2)G0(−λ)vζ〉〈ζv,Π(λ)u〉χ≤2a(λ)λdλ . (1.23)
By virtue of (1.22), we may replace Π(λ)u(x) in (1.23) by Π(λ)u(x)−
Π(λ)u(0), which we write in the form
1
2pi
∫ 1
0
(∫
S1
iλxωeiλxωθ(Fu)(λω)dω
)
dθ (1.24)
=
2∑
j=1
iλxj
2pi
∫ 1
0
(∫
S1
F(τ−θxRju)(λω)dω
)
dθ, (1.25)
where Rj = Dj/|D|, j = 1, 2 are Riesz transforms. (1.25) produces
the factor λ and µ(λ)
def
= −ic1χ≤2a(λ)(log λ + c2)λ is a good multi-
plier. Then, we apply the following operation to (1.25) consecutively:
Multiply −ic1χ≤2a(λ)(log λ + c2), apply (1.10) for µ(λ), take the in-
ner product of the result with ζv, multiply by G−λ(x − z)(ζv)(z)λ =
(ζv)(z)(τzG−λ)(x)λ , integrate by dλ and express the result via the op-
erator K and, then integrate by dz. Result is that Ωlow of (1.23) is equal
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to the sum over j = 1, 2 of the superpositions over y, z ∈ R2 of good op-
erators τzKτ−θyµ(|D|)Rj with the integrable weight (ζv)(z)yj(ζv)(y):
Ωlowu =
2∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
∫
R2×R2
(ζv)(z)yj(ζv)(y)(τzKτ−θyµ(|D|)Rju)(x)dydzdθ
and, hence, it itself is a good operator.
In subsection 5.6 we study Ωlow in the case that H has singularities
of the second kind. Then, rankS2 ≤ 2. We assume here rankS2 = 2
and let {ζ1, ζ2} be the basis of S2L2(R2). Resonance ϕ produced by
ζ ∈ S2L2(R2) via (5.33) is a p-wave resonance and the one by ζ ∈
S1L
2(R2)\S2L2(R2) is a s-wave resonance ([17], see also Remark 5.18).
By using also results of previous subsections, we show in Lemma 5.21
that Ωlowu is equal modulo a good operator to
−
∫ ∞
0
g−1λ−2G0(−λ)S2(S2R1S2)−1S2(vΠ(λ)u)χ≤2a(λ)λdλ (1.26)
which contains a very singular factor g−1λ−2 in front, where R1 =
v(G1 + g
−1G2)v and (S2R1S2)−1 exists since T2 is non-singular in
S2L
2(R2). In (1.26) S2(vΠ(λ)u) =
∑2
j=1 |ζj〉〈vζj,Π(λ)u〉 and we may
again replace Π(λ)u(x) by (1.24). Here we further expand eiλωxθ of
(1.24) and express 〈ζjv,Π(λ)u〉 as a sum of good part gj(λ) and bad
part bj(λ):
gj(λ) =
−λ2
2pi
∫
R2
∫
S1
v(z)ζj(z)
(∫ 1
0
(1− θ)(izω)2eiλzωθdθ
)
uˆ(λω)dωdz,
bj(λ) =
iλ
2pi
∫
R2
∫
S1
v(z)ζj(z)(zω)uˆ(λω)dωdz. (1.27)
The good part gj(λ) has the ample factor λ
2 which cancels λ−2 in a
way similar as in the previous subsection and we can show (1.26) with∑2
j=1 gj(λ)ζj(x) in place of S2(vΠ(λ)u) defines a good operator (cf.
Lemma 5.22). The bad part bj(λ) has only the factor λ and the oper-
ator Ωlow,b produced by
∑2
j=1 bj(λ)ζj(x) is bounded in L
p(R2) for only
1 < p ≤ 2 and is unbounded for 2 < p < ∞. We avoid outlining
the proof of the boundedness part for not making the introduction too
long. For proving the unboundedness, we express its high energy part
χ≥4a(|D|)Ωlow,bu in the form
∑2
j=1 aj(x)`j(u) by using linearly inde-
pendent a1, a2 ∈ Lp(R2), 1 < p <∞ and linear functionals `1(u), `2(u).
If Ωlow,b ∈ B(Lp) then, the Hahn-Banch theorem implies that `1 and
`2 must be bounded on L
p(R2) and we show by the absurdity that this
cannot happen if 2 < p < ∞ (cf. Lemma 5.25). This is sufficient to
conclude that Ωlow is unbounded in L
p(R2) for 2 < p <∞.
In the final subsection 5.7 we assume that H has singularities of the
third kind at zero. Then, T3 = S3G2S3 is necessarily non-singular, ϕ
produced by ζ ∈ S3L2(R2) via (5.33) is a zero energy eigenfunction of H
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and by ζ ∈ S2L2(R2)\S3L2(R2) p-wave resonance ([17]). The Feshbach
formula implies (S2R1S2)−1 = gS3T−13 S3 +L4, L4 being an operator in
S2L
2(R2); ζ ∈ S3L2(R2) satisfies the extra moment condition∫
R2
x1ζk(x)v(x)dx =
∫
R2
x2ζk(x)v(x)dx = 0. (1.28)
Ωlow is still given modulo a good operator by (1.26) and, if (S2R1S2)−1
is replaced by gS3T
−1
3 S3 then, it produces a good operator. This is
because for z ∈ S3L2(R2) the identity 〈ζv,Π(λ)u〉 = gj(λ) is satisfied
without the bad part b by virtue of (1.28). If S3 = S2, in which case
p-wave resonances are absent, then L4 = 0 and Ωlow becomes a good
operator. If S2 6= S3, however, L4 6= 0 and L4 has the structure similar
to that of (S2R1S2)−1 of the the previous subsection, and, hence Ωlow
is bounded in Lp only for 1 < p ≤ 2 and unbounded for 2 < p < ∞.
In the rest of the paper we shall give the details of the proof outlined
above.
2. Notation
We introduce here some more notation and immediate consequences
of the definitions. For σ ∈ R, L2σ(R2) = 〈x〉−σL2(R2) are weighted L2-
spaces. For σ, τ > 1/2, G0(z) is a B(L
2
σ, L
2
−τ )-valued analytic function
of z ∈ C+ = {z ∈ C : =z > 0} and it can be continuously extended to
C+ \ {0}. We often write λ for z when we want to emphasize z can
also be real.
For the Hankel function H
(1)
0 (λ) we have
i
4
H
(1)
0 (λ) = g(λ)
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
(k!)2
(λ2
4
)k
+
1
2pi
( 1
4
λ2
(1!)2
−
(
1 +
1
2
)(1
4
λ2)2
(2!)2
+
(
1 +
1
2
+
1
3
)(1
4
λ2)3
(3!)2
− · · ·
)
, (2.1)
where g(λ) is defined by (1.12). It has also an integral representation
([35]):
i
4
H
(1)
0 (λ) =
eiλ
2
3
2pi
∫ ∞
0
e−tt−
1
2
(
t
2
− iλ
)− 1
2
dt, (2.2)
where the square root z
1
2 is positive for positive z. The followings
are immediate consequences of (2.1) and (2.2). Recall that H(λ) =
(i/4)H
(1)
0 (λ) so that Gλ(x) = H(λ|x|).
Lemma 2.1. (1) The function H(λ) satisfies
H(λ) = eiλω(λ), |ω(j)(λ)| ≤ Cjλ− 12−j, j = 0, . . . , λ ≥ 1, (2.3)
H(λ) = g(λ) + λ2
(
− g(λ)
4
+
1
8pi
)
+O(gλ4), λ→ 0. (2.4)
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(2) For any δ > 0, Gλ(x) satisfies
Gλ(x) =
{
eiλ|x|ω(λ|x|), λ|x| ≥ 1
g(λ) +N0(x) +O((λ|x|)2−δ), λ|x| < 1 (2.5)
≤| · |C(1 + |g(λ)|+ | log |x||). (2.6)
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 ≤ α < β <∞. Then:∫ β
α
|Gλ(x)|dλ ≤ Cα,β(|x|− 12 + |x|−1), x ∈ R2 . (2.7)
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, the left side is bounded by
C
∫
α<λ<|x|−1
(| log λ|x||+ 1)dλ+ C
∫
|x|−1<λ<β
(λ|x|)−1/2dλ. (2.8)
For |x| < β−1 the second integral vanishes and for |x| > α−1 the first
does. Thus, when |x| < β−1 via change of variable∫ β
α
|Gλ(x)|dλ ≤ C|x|
∫ 1
α|x|
(− log s+ 1)ds ≤ C|x|
∫ 1
0
(− log s+ 1)ds = C|x|
and, when |x| > α−1∫ β
α
|Gλ(x)|dλ ≤ 2C|x| 12 (β
1
2 − |x|− 12 ) ≤ 2Cβ
1
2
|x| 12 .
Since the left hand side is a continuous function of |x|, (2.7) follows. 
3. Integral estimates
We collect here some Lp estimates on operators involving G0(λ).
We often identify integral operators with their integral kernels. The
following lemma is obvious or well-known (cf. [33]).
Lemma 3.1. For u ∈ D∗, Π(λ)u(x) ∈ C∞(Rλ × R2x) and for some
0 < α < β <∞
suppλΠ(λ)u(x) ⊂ (α, β). (3.1)
|Π(λ)u(x)| ≤ min(‖u‖1, Cu〈x〉−1/2). (3.2)
The following lemma is proved in [4]. K is defined by (1.19).
Lemma 3.2. (1) Ku(x) is a rotationary invariant and
Ku(x) = lim
ε↓0
1
(2pi)2
∫
R2
u(y)dy
x2 − y2 − iε. (3.3)
(2) For any 1 < p <∞ there exists a constant Cp > 0 such that
‖Ku‖p ≤ Cp‖u‖p, u ∈ D∗. (3.4)
(3) We have the identity∫ ∞
0
G−λ(x− y)Π(λ)u(z)λdλ = (τyKτ−zu)(x). (3.5)
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Proof. We give another and simpler proof of (3.3) for readers’ conve-
nience. Since dη = λdλdω in the polar coordinates η = λω, we have
for u, v ∈ D∗ that
〈Ku, v〉 = 1
2pi
∫ +∞
0
λ
(∫
S1
uˆ(λω)dω
)
〈G−λ, v〉dλ
= lim
ε↓0
1
(2pi)2
∫ +∞
0
λ
(∫
S1
uˆ(λω)dω
)(∫
R2
vˆ(ξ)
ξ2 − λ2 + iεdξ
)
dλ .
= lim
ε↓0
1
(2pi)2
∫∫
R4
uˆ(η)vˆ(ξ)
ξ2 − η2 + iεdξdη
= lim
ε↓0
−i
2
∫ ∞
0
e−tε
(
1
2pi
∫
R2
e−itη
2/2uˆ(η)dη
)(
1
2pi
∫
R2
eitξ
2/2vˆ(ξ)dξ
)
dt
=
−i
2
∫ ∞
0
(e−itH0/2u)(0)(eitH0/2v)(0)dt
Here, in the last step we used dominated convergence theorem and the
well known fact that for u ∈ D∗
(e−itH0/2u)(x) =
e∓i/2
(2|t|pi)
∫
R2
ei(x−y)
2/2tu(y)dy, t ∈ R
is rapidly decreasing smooth function of t ∈ R for every x ∈ R2. Thus,
inserting once more but another vanishing factor, we see that the right
hand side is equal to
lim
ε↓0
−i
2(2pi)2
∫ ∞
0
e−ε/2t
(∫∫
R4
ei(x
2−y2)/2tu(x)v(y)dxdy
)
dt
t2
= lim
ε↓0
−i
(2pi)2
∫ ∞
0
(∫∫
R4
eis(x
2−y2+iε)u(x)v(y)dxdy
)
ds
= lim
ε↓0
1
(2pi)2
∫∫
R4
u(x)v(y)
x2 − y2 + iεdxdy.
This proves (3.3). Change of variable shows that
Ku(
√
rω) = lim
ε↓0
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
1
r − ρ− iε
(
1
2pi
∫
S1
u(
√
ρµ)dµ
)
dρ.
This is essentially the Hilbert transform and
‖Ku‖pp = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
|Ku(√rω)|pdr ≤ C
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣∣ 12pi
∫
S1
u(
√
ρµ)dµ
∣∣∣∣p dρ
≤ C
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫
S1
|u(√ρµ)|pdµdρ = C
2pi
‖u‖pp,
where Ho¨lder’s inequality is used in the third step.
(3) The second of (1.9) and (1.19) imply the LHS of (3.5) is equal to
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
λG−λ(x− y)
(∫
S1
(Fτ−zu)(λω)dω
)
dλ = (τyKτ−zu)(x).
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This completes the proof. 
The following lemma proves statements (A2) and (B) of Proposition
1.3. Then, by virtue of (1.10) which proves (A1), it also proves (A3).
Lemma 3.3. Let 1 < p <∞ and u ∈ D∗.
(1) Suppose that v, w ∈ L1(R2). Let
Wv,wu =
∫ ∞
0
(G0(−λ)v)(x)〈w|Π(λ)u〉λdλ. (3.6)
Then, for a constant Cp independent of v, w and u ,
‖Wv,wu‖p ≤ Cp‖v‖1‖w‖1‖u‖p. (3.7)
(2) For a, b ∈ R2, define
Ωa,bu(x) =
∫ ∞
0
G−λ(x− a)(Π(λ)u)(b)λdλ. (3.8)
Then, for a constant Cp independent of a, b and u,
‖Ωa,bu‖p ≤ Cp‖u‖p. (3.9)
(3) Suppose F ∈ L1(R2). Let
ZFu(x) =
∫ ∞
0
(G0(−λ)FΠ(λ)u)(x)λdλ. (3.10)
Then, for a constant Cp independent of F and u,
‖ZV u‖p ≤ Cp‖F‖1‖u‖p. (3.11)
Proof. We apply (3.4) after changing the order of integrations.
(1) Let D b R2x. Since |Π(λ)u(z)| ≤ Cu〈z〉−1/2 and Π(λ)u(z) = 0 for
λ 6∈ (α, β) by virtue of (3.1) and (3.2), (2.7) implies∫
R2×R2
|v(y)||w(z)|
(∫
D×[0,∞)
λ|G−λ(x− y)||Π(λ)u(z)|dxdλ
)
dydz
≤ C
∫
R2×R2
〈z〉− 12 |v(y)||w(z)|
(∫
D×(α,β)
λ|G−λ(x− y)|dxdλ
)
dydz
≤ C
∫
R2×R2
〈z〉− 12 |v(y)||w(z)|dydz ≤ C‖v‖1‖w‖1 <∞. (3.12)
Fubini’s theorem and (3.5) then imply that Wu,vu(x) is equal to∫
R2×R2
w(z)v(y)
{∫ ∞
0
G−λ(x− y)Π(λ)u(z)λdλ
}
dydz
=
∫
R2×R2
w(z)v(y)(τyKτ−zu)(x)dydz (3.13)
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for almost every x ∈ R2. Apply Minkowski’s inequality and then
Lemma 3.2 to (3.13). Since translations are isometries of Lp, we have
‖Wv,wu‖p ≤
∫∫
R2×R2
|w(z)v(y)|‖τyKτ−zu‖pdydz ≤ C‖w‖1‖v‖1‖u‖p .
(2) (3.5) implies Ωa,bu(x) = (τaKτ−bu)(x). and (3.9) follows from (3.4).
(3) For almost all x ∈ R2 the order of the integration by dy and dλ
may be changed as in the proof of (1) and
ZFu(x) =
∫ ∞
0
(∫
R2
G−λ(x− y)F (y)Π(λ)u(y)dy
)
λdλ
=
∫
R2
F (y)
(∫ ∞
0
G−λ(x− y)Π(λ)u(y)λdλ
)
dy
=
∫
R2
F (y)Ωy,yu(x)dy . (3.14)
Apply Minkowski’s inequality and (3.9) to (3.14). (3.11) follows. 
Following is a substitute of absolutely integrable operators in [30].
Definition 3.4. B is the space of T ∈ B(L2(R2)) which is (uniquely)
expressed in the form
Tu(x) = m(x)u(x) +
∫
R2
KT (x, y)u(y)dy (3.15)
with m ∈ L∞(R2) and KT ∈ L2(R2 × R2). We define
‖T‖B = ‖m‖∞ + ‖K‖H2 . (3.16)
Lemma 3.5. B is a Banach algebra with the unit.
Proof. B is obviously algebra with unit T = 1, ‖T‖B is a norm of B and
‖TS‖B ≤ ‖T‖B‖S‖B. Since L∞(R2) and H2 are both Banach spaces,
B is a Banach space. 
The following two lemmas respectively prove statements (A4) and
(A5,A6) of Proposition 1.3.
Lemma 3.6. Let T ∈ B and v, w ∈ L2(R2). Define for u ∈ D∗
Wu,v(T )u(x) =
∫ ∞
0
(G0(−λ)vTwΠ(λ)u)(x)λdλ. (3.17)
Then, for a constant Cp independent of v, w, T and u,
‖Wu,v(T )u‖p ≤ Cp‖T‖B‖v‖2‖w‖2‖u‖p, 1 < p <∞. (3.18)
Proof. Let T = m + KT . Then, (3.11) implies (3.18) is satisfied if
T = m. We prove it for T ∈ H2. Let D b R2 Since Π(λ)u(z) = 0 for
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λ 6∈ [α, β] by virtue of (3.1), (3.2) and (2.7) imply
sup
z,y∈R2
∫
D
∫ ∞
0
|G−λ(x− y)Π(λ)u(z)|λdλdx
≤ C sup
y∈R2
∫
D
(|x− y|− 12 + |x− y|−1)dx ≤ C
It follows that∫
D×R4
∫ ∞
0
|v(y)G−λ(x− y)T (y, z)w(z)Π(λ)u(z)λ|dλdxdydz (3.19)
≤ C
∫
R4
|v(y)||T (y, z)||w(z)|dydz ≤ ‖T‖H2‖v‖2‖w‖2 (3.20)
Thus, for almost all x ∈ R2, we may apply Fubini’s theorem and in-
tegrate by dλ first in the following integral. Then, (3.5) implies that
Wu,v(T )u(x) is equal to∫ ∞
0
(∫
R4
v(y)G−λ(x− y)T (y, z)w(z)Π(λ)u(z)dydz
)
λdλ
=
∫∫
R4
v(y)T (y, z)w(z)(τyKτ−zu)(x)dydz
and, by virtue of Minkowski’s inequality and (3.4), ‖Wu,v(T )u‖p is
bounded by
C
∫
R4
|v(y)T (y, z)w(z)|‖u‖pdydz ≤ C‖u‖p‖v‖2‖w‖2‖T‖H2 .
The lemma follows. 
Lemma 3.7. Let Tλ ∈ C2((0,∞);H2), a > 0 and v, w ∈ L2(R2).
(1) Let σ > 1. Suppose that Tλ ∈ O2(λσ) as λ→ 0. Then,
Wv,w(Tλ)u =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vTλwΠ(λ)uλχ≤a(λ)dλ , u ∈ D∗ (3.21)
satisfies for a constant Cp > 0 independent of u, v, w
‖Ww,v(Tλ)u‖p ≤ Cp‖u‖p‖v‖2‖w‖2, 1 < p <∞. (3.22)
(2) Let σ < 0. Suppose that Tλ ∈ O2(λ−σ) as λ→∞. Then
W˜v,w(Tλ)u =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vTλwΠ(λ)uλχ≥a(λ)dλ , u ∈ D∗ (3.23)
satisfies for a constant Cp > 0 independent of u, v, w
‖W˜w,v(Tλ)u‖p ≤ Cp‖u‖p‖v‖2‖w‖2, 1 < p <∞. (3.24)
Proof. (1) By integration by parts we obtain
Tλu =
∫ ∞
0
(λ− µ)+T ′′µudµ, (3.25)
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which we substitute in (3.21). Explicitly Ww,v(Tλ)u(x) is equal to∫ ∞
0
λχ≤a(λ)
[∫
R2
G−λ(x− y)v(y)
{∫ ∞
0
(λ− µ)+
×
(∫
R2
T ′′µ (y, z)w(z)Π(λ)u(z)dz
)
χ≤2a(µ)dµ
}
dy
]
dλ (3.26)
Here we are allowed to insert χ≤2a(µ) because χ≤2a(µ) 6= 1 implies
(λ − µ)+ = 0 for λ ∈ suppχ≤a. We show that (3.26) is absolutely
integrable for almost all x ∈ R2 as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 by using
Lemma 3.1, (2.7) and obvious estimate χ≤a(λ)λ(λ − µ)+ ≤ a2χ≤a(λ).
Indeed, for D b R2, we have∫
D
(∫∫
R4×[0,∞)2]
|integrand of (3.26)|dydzdλdµ
)
dx
≤ Ca2
∫∫
R4×[0,∞)]
χ≤2a(µ)|v(y)T ′′µ (y, z)w(z)|dydzdµ
≤ Ca2
∫
[0,∞)]
χ≤2a(µ)‖T ′′(µ)‖H2‖v‖2‖w‖2dµ <∞.
Thus, by virtue of Fubini’s theorem, the order of integration is arbitrary
in (3.26) for almost every x ∈ R2. Then, the obvious identity
(λ− µ)+ = λ− µ+ (µ− λ)+, (3.27)
the spectral theorem (1.10) and the definition (3.17) imply that
Ww,v(Tλ)u(x) =W(1)u(x) +W(2)u(x) +W(3)u(x) a.e. x ∈ R2
where
W(1)u =
∫ ∞
0
(∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vT ′′µwΠ(λ)uλ2χ≤a(λ)dλ
)
χ≤2a(µ)dµ
=
∫ ∞
0
χ≤2a(µ)Wu,v(T ′′µ )(χ≤a(D)D
2u)dµ.
W(2)u = −
∫ ∞
0
(∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vT ′′µwΠ(λ)uλχ≤a(λ)dλ
)
µχ≤2a(µ)dµ.
= −
∫ ∞
0
µχ≤2a(µ)Wu,v(T ′′µ )(χ≤a(D)|D|u)dµ.
W(3)u =
∫ ∞
0
(∫ ∞
0
(µ− λ)+G0(−λ)vT ′′µwΠ(λ)uλχ≤a(λ)dλ
)
χ≤2a(µ)dµ
=
∫ ∞
0
µχ≤2a(µ)Wu,v(T ′′µ )(1− |D|/µ)+χ≤a(|D|)udµ.
Since λχ≤a(λ) and χ≤a(λ) are good multipliers, Minkowski’s inequality
and (3.18) evidently imply for j = 1, 2 that
‖W(j)u‖p ≤ Cp‖v‖2‖w‖2‖u‖p
∫ 2a
0
‖T ′′µ‖H2µj−1dµ
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and, since ‖T ′′µ‖H2 ≤ Cµ−1+ε as µ→ 0, we obtain
‖W(j)u‖p ≤ Cp‖v‖2‖w‖2‖u‖p, j = 1, 2. (3.28)
It is well known that Fourier transform of (1 − |ξ|/µ)+ of ξ ∈ R2
is integrable with µ-indendent L1(R2)-norm (see p. 426 of [33]). It
follows that
‖W(3)u‖p ≤ C‖u‖2‖v‖2‖u‖p
∫ ∞
0
µχ≤2a(µ)‖T ′′µ‖H2dµ (3.29)
Combining (3.28) and (3.29), we obtain the first statement.
(2) By integration by parts we have
T (λ) =
∫ ∞
λ
(∫ ∞
ρ
T ′′(µ)dµ
)
dρ =
∫ ∞
0
(µ− λ)+T ′′(µ)dµ, (3.30)
which we substitute in (3.23). We see that W˜w,v(Tλ)u(x) is expressed
again by (3.26) but with χ≥a(λ) and χ≥a/2(µ) in place of χ≤a(λ) and
χ≥2a(µ) respectively. We then repeat the argument for the proof of (1).
Actually the argument here is simpler as we need not decomposition
(3.27) now. We omit the repetitious details. 
4. High energy estimate
In this section, we give a simpler proof of the following theorem which
has been known for some years now ([39]). The new proof replaces the
argument by integration by parts in [39] by the use of Fourier multi-
pliers and the singular integral operator K defined by (1.19). Recall
χ≥2a(λ) = 0 for λ ≤ a. In what follows in this section we write χ≥ for
χ≥2a if no confusions are feared.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that 〈x〉4V ∈ L 43 (R2). Then, for any a > 0,
W+χ≥2a(|D|) is a good operator.
It suffices to show the theorem for Ωhigh defined by (1.17). In this
section we always assume that 〈x〉4V ∈ L 43 (R2), which may not be
mentioned explicitly.
Expanding M(λ)−1 = U(1 + vG0(λ)w)−1 as in (1.20), we express
Ωhighu as the sum:
5∑
j=0
Ωh,ju =
4∑
j=0
∫ ∞
0
G0(λ)w(−vG0(λ)w)jvΠ(λ)uλχ≥(λ)dλ
+
∫ ∞
0
G0(λ)w(vG0(λ)w)
5(1 + vG0(λ)w)
−1vΠ(λ)uλχ≥(λ)dλ. (4.1)
4.1. Estimate of Ωh,0. The following is evident from (3.11).
Proposition 4.2. Suppose V ∈ L1(R2). Then, there exists a constant
Cp independent of u ∈ D∗ and V such that
‖Ωh,0u‖p ≤ Cp‖V ‖1‖u‖p, 1 < p <∞. (4.2)
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4.2. Estimate of Ωh,n, n = 1, . . . , 4.
Lemma 4.3. (1) Let v, w ∈ L 83 (R2). Then, vG0(λ)w ∈ H2 for any
λ > 0 and for ε > 0 there exists a Cε > 0 such that for λ ≥ ε we have
‖vG0(λ)w‖H2 ≤ Cελ−1/2‖v‖8/3‖w‖8/3 . (4.3)
(2) Let j = 1, 2. Suppose that 〈x〉jv, 〈x〉jw ∈ L 83 (R2). Then, vG0(λ)w
is an H2-valued Cj function of λ ∈ (0,∞). For any ε > 0, there exists
a constant Cε such that for λ ≥ ε we have
‖(dj/dλj)vG0(λ)w‖H2 ≤ Cελ−1/2‖〈x〉jv‖8/3‖〈x〉jw‖8/3. (4.4)
Proof. (1) By virtue of (2.3) and (2.4), ‖vG0(λ)w‖2HS is bounded by a
constant times the sum F1 + F2 where
F1 =
∫
|x−y|>ε/λ
|v(x)|2|w(y)|2
λ|x− y| dxdy,
F2 =
∫
|x−y|<ε/λ
(| log |λ|x− y||+ C)2|v(x)|2|w(y)|2dxdy.
The generalized Young’s inequality (e.g. [24]) then implies
F1 ≤ Cλ−1‖v‖28/3‖w‖28/3,
F2 ≤ C‖v‖28/3‖w‖28/3
∫
|z|<ε/λ
(| log |(λz)||+ C)2dz
≤ Cελ−1‖‖v‖28/3‖w‖28/3
and we obtain the estimate (4.3).
(2) From formulas 6.6, 2.5 and 7.7 of chapter 10 of [7], we learn that
(d/dλ)Gλ(x) and (d2/dλ2)Gλ(x) are respectively given by
|x|
( d
dz
H
(1)
0
)
(λ|x|) = −|x|H(1)−1 (λ|x|)≤| · |C
{
λ−
1
2 |x| 12 , |x|λ ≥ 1.
λ−1, |x|λ < 1
(4.5)
|x|2
( d2
dz2
H
(1)
0
)
(λ|x|) = |x|2
(
H
(1)
−2 (λ|x|) +
1
λ|x|H
(1)
−1 (λ|x|)
)
≤| · |C
{
λ−
1
2 |x| 32 , |x|λ ≥ 1.
λ−2, |x|λ < 1. (4.6)
Here a≤| · | b means |a| ≤ |b|. It follows as in the proof of (1), if
〈x〉v(x), 〈x〉w(x) ∈ L 83 (R2), that vG′(0)(λ)w ∈ H2 for 0 < λ < ∞
and (4.4) is satisfied for j = 1, where with a slight abuse of nota-
tion we wrote G′(0)(λ) for the convolution operator with (d/dλ)Gλ(x).
Moreover, by virtue of (4.5) and the smoothness propery of H0−1(λ|x|)
with respect to λ > 0, the dominated convergence theorem implies that
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vG′(0)(λ)w is an H2-valued continuous function. It follows that
vG0(λ)w − vG0(µ)w =
∫ λ
µ
vG′(0)(ρ)wdρ
as the Riemann integral of an H2-valued continuous function. This
proves vG0(λ)w is an H2-valued C1 function of λ ∈ (0,∞) and for the
derivative vG′0(λ)w = vG
′
(0)(λ)w.
Repeating the argument above by using (4.6) instead of (4.5), we
may be able to show that vG0(λ)w is an H2-valued C2-function of
λ ∈ (0,∞) if x2v(x), x2w(x) ∈ L 83 (R2) and second derivative satisfies
(4.4) for j = 2. We, however, omit the repetitious details. 
As a warm up we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. For any 1 < p < ∞, there exists a constant Cp
independent of u and V such that
‖Ωh,1u‖p ≤ Cp‖u‖p
∫∫
R4
|V (x)||V (y)|(1 + | log |x− y||)dxdy. (4.7)
For the proof we need lemmas.
Lemma 4.5. Let my(x) = v(x)w(x − y) and u ∈ L2(R2). Then for
λ 6= 0
vG0(λ)wu(x) =
∫
R2
my(x)H(|y|λ)(τyu)(x)dy, a.e. x ∈ R2. (4.8)
Proof. The change of variables in
vG0(λ)wu(x) =
∫
R2
v(x)H(λ|x− y|)w(y)u(y)dy
implies the lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. Let My(x) = V (x)V (x − y) and ZMy be the operator
defined by (3.10) with My in place of V . Then,
Ωh,1u(x) = −
∫
R2
ZMy(H(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|)τyu)(x)dy, u ∈ D∗. (4.9)
Proof. Substitute (4.8) for V G0(λ)V in
Ωh,1u = −
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)V G0(λ)VΠ(λ)uλχ≥(λ)dλ. (4.10)
Explicitly the integral on the right side becomes∫ ∞
0
(∫∫
R4
G−λ(x− y)Mz(y)H(λ|z|)(Π(λ)τzu)(y)dzdy
)
λχ≥(λ)dλ.
(4.11)
Again, we want to change the order of integrations in (4.11) by showing
that it is absolutely integrable for almost all x ∈ R2. We repeat the
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argument used for (3.26): We let D b R2x and, by applying Lemma
3.1, (2.6), (2.7) and obvious |g(λ)| ≤ C for λ ∈ (α, β), we obtain∫ ∞
0
∫
D×R4
|G−λ(x− y)Mz(y)H(|z|λ)Π(λ)(τzu)(y)|λχ≥(λ)dxdzdydλ
≤ C
∫ β
α
∫
D×R4
|G−λ(x− y)|(| log |z||+ C)|Mz(y)|dxdzdydλ
≤ C
∫
R4
|V (y)V (z)|(1 + | log |y − z||)dzdy <∞.
Thus, integrating by dλ first in (4.11) and applying the spectral theo-
rem (1.10) for f(λ) = χ≥(λ)H(|z|λ), we obtain
Ωh,1u = −
∫
R2
(∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)MyΠ(λ)H(|y||D|)χ≥(|D|)τyuλdλ
)
dy.
Recalling the definition (3.11) of ZF , we obtain the identity (4.9). 
In view of the different behavior of H(λ) for small and large λ, we
split it as H(λ) = Hlow(λ) +Hhigh(λ) by defining for a a > 0
Hlow(λ) = χ≤a(λ)H(λ), Hhigh(λ) = χ>a(λ)H(λ).
Lemma 4.7. For y ∈ R2, Hhigh(|y||D|) and Hlow(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|) are
good operators. ‖Hhigh(|y||D|)‖B(Lp) is y-independent and
‖Hlow(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|)u‖p ≤ Ca,p(1 + | log |y||)‖u‖p, u ∈ D∗. (4.12)
It follows that H(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|) is a good operator and
‖H(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|)u‖p ≤ Ca,p(1 + | log |y||)‖u‖p, u ∈ D∗. (4.13)
Proof. (1) Since Hhigh(λ) satisfies (2.3), the theory of spatially homoge-
nous Fourier integral operators (see [26, 32, 34]) implies thatHhigh(|D|)
is a good operator. Then, the scaling argument implies the same for
Hhigh(|y||D|) and ‖Hhigh(|y||D|)‖B(Lp) is y-independent.
(2) By virtue of (2.4) (H(λ) − g(λ))χ≤a(λ) is a good multiplier and
‖Hlow(|y||D|) − g(|y||D|)χ≤a(|y||D|)‖B(Lp) is y-independent. Thus, it
suffices to prove (4.12) for g(|y||D|)χ≤a(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|) or for
(g(|y|)− (2pi)−1log |D|)χ≤a(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|).
However, ‖g(|y|)χ≤a(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|)‖B(Lp) ≤ C(1 + | log |y||) is evi-
dent and we need consider only −(1/2pi)(log |D|)χ≤a(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|).
Define F (λ) = (1/2pi)(log λ)χ≤a(|y|λ)χ≥2a(λ). Then, we have
|F (j)(λ)| ≤ Cλ−j(1 + | log |y||). j = 0, 1, 2. (4.14)
Indeed F (λ) 6= 0 only if |y| < 1 and a < λ < a/|y| and,
|F (λ)| ≤ (2pi)−1 max(| log a|, | log a/|y||) ≤ (2pi)−1(| log |y||+ | log a|),
which implies (4.14) for j = 0. The proof of j = 1 and j = 2 is similar.
Then, Mikhlin’s theorem implies that ‖F (|D|)‖B(Lp) ≤ C(1 + | log |y||)
and (4.12) follows. (4.13) is then obvious. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. We apply Minkowski’s inequality, (3.11)
and (4.13) to (4.9). Then,
‖Ωh,1u‖p ≤
∫
R2
‖ΩMy(H(|y||D|)χ≥2a(|D|)τyu)‖pdy
≤ Cp
∫
R2
‖My‖1(1 + | log |y|)‖u‖pdy.
This implies the proposition. 
4.3. Estimate of Ωh,n, n = 2, 3, 4. . Results for Ωh,n, n = 2, 3, 4 are
contained in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.8. Let Ω(n) for n = 0, 1, . . . be the operators define by
replacing M(λ)−1 by U(−vG0(−λ)w)n. Then, for any 1 < p <∞ there
exists a constant Cp independent of V and u ∈ D∗ such that
‖Ω(n)u‖p ≤ CpC(n)‖u‖p, u ∈ D∗, (4.15)
where C(n)(V ) is given by the integral∫
R2(n+1)
(
n+1∏
i=1
|V (yi)|
)(
n∏
i=1
(1 + | log |yi − yi+1||)
)
dy1 · · · dyn+1.
which is bounded by (C‖〈x〉4V ‖ 4
3
)n+1.
Proof. We have already proved the cases n = 0 and n = 1 and we
let n ≥ 2. Define M (1)y (x) = V (x)w(x − y), M (2)y (x) = v(x)V (x − y)
and my(x) = v(x)w(x− y). Since vG0(λ)w is the operator of Hilbert-
Schmidt class and it can be expressed by (4.8), we have
vU(−vG0(λ)w)nvu(x) = (−1)n(V G0(λ)w)(vG0(λ)w)n−2(vG0(λ)V )u
= (−1)n
∫∫
R2n
M (1)y1 (x)H(λ|y1|)τy1
×
(
n−1∏
j=2
myj(x)H(λ|yj|)τyj
)
M (2)yn (x)H(λ|yn|)τynu(x) dy1 . . . dyn
= (−1)n
∫∫
R2n
My1,...,yn(x)
(
n∏
j=1
H(λ|yj|)
)
τy1+···+ynu(x) dy1 . . . dyn,
(4.16)
where My1,...,yn(x) = V (x)V (x − y1) · · ·V (x − y1 − · · · − yn). We sub-
stitute (4.16) for vM(λ)−1v in (1.17). The result is that
Ω(n)u(x) = (−1)n
∫∫
R2n
∫ ∞
0
G−λ(x− y)Mz1,...,zn(y)
×
(
n∏
j=1
H(|yj|λ)
)
Π(λ)τy1+···+ynu(x)λχ≥(λ)dy1 · · · dyndλ (4.17)
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and (4.17) is absolutely integrable for almost all x ∈ R2. We omit the
repetitious proof of the integrability of (4.17) which is similar to that
for (4.11) and which uses Lemma 3.1, (2.6) and (2.7).
Integrating (4.17) with respect to λ first after applying (1.10) and re-
calling the definition of ZF in Proposition 1.3 (B), we see that Ω
(n)u(x)
is equal to∫∫
R2n
ZMy1,...,ynχ≥2a(|D|)H(|y1||D|) · · ·H(|yn||D|)τy1+···+ynudy1 . . . dyn.
Minkowski’s inequality, Proposition 1.3 (B) and Lemma 4.7 then imply
‖Ω(n)u‖p ≤ Cp
∫
R2n
‖My1,...,yn‖1
n∏
j=1
(1 + | log |yj||)‖u‖pdy1 . . . dyn
which is equivalent to (4.15). Since (1 + | log |x− y||) ≤ Cε〈x〉ε〈y〉ε for
any ε > 0, C(n)(V ) is evidently bounded by (C‖〈x〉4V ‖ 4
3
)n+1.. 
4.4. Estimate of Ωh,5. Estimate (4.15) implies that, if ‖〈x〉4V ‖ 4
3
is
small, the expansion
Ωhigh =
∞∑
j=0
∫ ∞
0
G0(λ)w(−vG0(λ)w)jΠ(λ)λχ≥(λ)dλ
converges in B(Lp) for any 1 < p < ∞ and Ωhigh becomes a good
operator. However, we want to avoid such an assumption which makes
H regular at zero. We shall instead exploit the decay property (4.3)
of ‖vG0(λ)w‖H2 and prove that Ωh,5 of (4.1), hence Ωhigh is a good
operator. The following proposition completes the proof of Theorem
4.1.
Proposition 4.9. If 〈x〉4V ∈ L 43 (R2) then, Ωh,5 is a good operator.
Proof. Evidently 〈x〉2v, 〈x〉2w ∈ L 83 (R2). Define
T (λ)=− U(vG0(λ)w)5(1 + vG0(λ)w)−1χ≥(λ) (4.18)
so that Wh,5u = W˜v,v(T (λ))u. Lemma 4.3 implies that
(1 + vG0(λ)w)
−1 − 1 = vG0(λ)w(1 + vG0(λ)w)−1
is an H2-valued C2-function of λ, hence so is T (λ) and that
‖T (j)(λ)‖H2 ≤ C〈λ〉−
5
2 , j = 0, 1, 2. (4.19)
Then, Lemma 3.7 (2) implies that W˜v,v(T (λ))u is a good operator. 
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5. Low energy estimates , threshold analysis
We now study the low energy part Wlow = W+χ≤2a(|D|) of the wave
operator or equivalently Ωlow defined by (1.18):
Ωlowu =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vM(λ)−1vΠ(λ)uλχ≤2a(λ)dλ. (5.1)
In this section we write χ≤ for χ≤2a when no confusions are feared; we
shall always assume u ∈ D∗ unless otherwise stated.
5.1. Feshbach formula and Jensen-Nenciu Lemma. For studying
the behavior of M(λ)−1 as λ → 0, we repeatedly apply the Feshbach
formula and the lemma due to Jensen and Nencie ([17]) which we recall
here. Feshbach formula is for the operator matrix
A =
(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
:
on the direct sum of Banach spaces Y = Y1 ⊕ Y2.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose a11, a22 are closed and a12, a21 are bounded
operators. Suppose that a−122 exists. Then A
−1 exists if and only if
d = (a11 − a12a−122 a21)−1 exists. In this case we have
A−1 =
(
d −da12a−122
−a−122 a21d a−122 a21da12a−122 + a−122
)
. (5.2)
Following is the lemma due to Jensen and Nenciu ([17]).
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a closed operator in a Hilbert space X and S
a projection. Suppose A + S has a bounded inverse. Then, A has a
bounded inverse if and only if
B = S − S(A+ S)−1S
has a bounded inverse in SX . In this case,
A−1 = (A+ S)−1 + (A+ S)−1SB−1S(A+ S)−1. (5.3)
5.2. Preliminaries. We recall that g(λ|x|) = N0(x) + g(λ). In what
follows we normalize g(λ) and define
g1(λ)
def
= g(λ)‖V ‖1. (5.4)
Recall that the derivatives G(j)λ (x) = (∂/∂λ)jGλ(x), j = 0, 1, 2 of
G(j)λ (x) satisfies the estimate (4.5) and (4.6). Moreover the expansion
(2.1) implies that that for λ|x| ≤ 1
∂jλ(Gλ(x)− g(λ|x|))≤| · | ∂jλ(〈g(λ)〉λ2)O(|x|2〈log |x|〉) (5.5)
∂jλ
(
Gλ(x)− g(λ|x|)
(
1− (λ|x|)
2
4
)
+
(λ|x|)2
8pi
)
≤| · | ∂jλ(〈g(λ)〉λ4)O(|x|4〈log |x|〉) (5.6)
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The following lemma has been proved in [10] (see also [11]) under
slightly different assumptions.
Lemma 5.3. (1) Suppose 〈x〉γV ∈ L1(R2), γ > 4. Then, as λ→ 0,
M(λ) = g1(λ)P + T0 +M0(λ), M0(λ) = O2(g(λ)λ2). (5.7)
(2) Suppose 〈x〉σV ∈ L1(R2) for some σ > 8. Then, as λ→ 0,
M0(λ) = −g(λ)λ2vG1v − λ2vG2v +O2(λ4〈log λ〉) . (5.8)
Proof. We may assume 0 < λ < 1. (5.5) implies that for j = 0, 1, 2(∫
|x−y|λ<1
|(d/dλ)jM0(λ, x, y)|2dxdy
) 1
2
≤ C|g(λ)λ2−j|‖〈x〉γV ‖1.
For λ|x− y| ≥ 1, (4.5) and (4.6) imply
dj
dλj
(M0(λ) + v(x)g(λ|x− y|)v(y)) = O(λ−1/2|x− y|j−1/2)v(x)v(y)
for j = 0, 1, 2. Since 〈x〉−1〈y〉−1 ≤ Cλ, we have∫
|x−y|>λ−1
|g(λ)|2|v(x)v(y)|2dxdy ≤ Cλ4|g(λ)|2‖〈x〉4V ‖21,∫
|x−y|>λ−1
| log |x− y||2|v(x)v(y)|2dxdy ≤ Cλ4|g(λ)|2‖〈x〉γV ‖21,∫
|x−y|>λ−1
λ−1|x− y|2j−1|v(x)v(y)|2dxdy ≤ Cλγ−2j‖〈x〉γV ‖21.
These estimates yield the first statement of the lemma. Proof of (2) is
similar and we omit the repetitious details. 
We often use the following trivial but important identity:
(1 +X)−1 = 1−X(1 +X)−1 = 1−X +X(1 +X)−1X. (5.9)
5.3. Regular case. In this subsection we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that 〈x〉γV ∈ L1(R2) for a γ > 4 and that H
is regular at zero, viz. QT0Q is invertible in QL
2(R2). Then, Ωlow is a
good operator.
For the proof we use the following lemma. We define v∗ = v/‖v‖2.
Lemma 5.5. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.4 we have
M(λ)−1 = h(λ)L+Q(QT0Q)−1Q+O2(gλ2) (5.10)
where h(λ) is the good multiplier defined by
h(λ)=(g1(λ) + c)
−1, c = 〈v∗|T0 − T0Q(QT0Q)−1QT0|v∗〉, (5.11)
rankL = 2 and Q(QT0Q)
−1Q ∈ B.
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We first prove Theorem 5.4 admitting Lemma 5.5 is true. We substitute
(5.10) for M(λ)−1 in (5.1). Then, h(λ)L produces
1
ipi
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)vLvΠ(λ)h(|D|)uλχ≤(λ)dλ . (5.12)
Since h(λ) ∈ M(R2) and rankL ≤ 2, Proposition 1.3 (3) implies that
(5.12) is a good operator; Q(QT0Q)
−1Q ∈ B and O2(gλ2) are good
producers by virtue of Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 respectively. Thus,
Ωlow is a good operator.@ 
We prove Lemma 5.5. Recalling (5.7), we first show g1P + T0 is
invertible. In the matrix form in L2(R2) = PL2 ⊕QL2,
g1P + T0 =
(
g1P + PT0P PT0Q
QT0P QT0Q
)
. (5.13)
Here QT0Q is invertible by the assumption; for small λ > 0,
g1P + PT0P − PT0Q(QT0Q)−1QT0P = (g1(λ) + c)P
is invertible in PL2 and (g1P + PT0P − PT0Q(QT0Q)−1QT0P )−1 =
h(λ)P . Then, Lemma 5.1 implies that (g1P + T0)
−1 exists and it is
given by
h(λ)
(
P −PT0Q(QT0Q)−1
−(QT0Q)−1QT0P (QT0Q)−1QT0PT0Q(QT0Q)−1 + (QT0Q)−1
)
def
= h(λ)L+Q(QT0Q)
−1Q, (5.14)
where it is obvious that rankL ≤ 2 and it is known thatQ(QT0Q)−1Q ∈
B ([30]). It follows that
M(λ) = (1 +M0(λ)(g1P + T0)
−1)(g1P + T0)
and (5.7) implies (g1P +T0)
−1M0(λ) = O2(λ2). Hence, for small λ > 0,
the series converges in H2 and
M(λ)−1 = (g1P + T0)−1(1 +M0(λ)(g1P + T0)−1)−1
= (g1P + T0)
−1 +
∞∑
j=1
(g1P + T0)
−1(M0(λ)(g1P + T0)−1)j,
which implies (5.10) by virtue of (5.14). 
5.4. The singular case. Preliminaries. We next consider the case
that H is singular at zero and let S1 be the orthogonal projection in
QL2(R2) onto Ker QL2QT0Q|QL2 (recall Definition 1.4). In this subsec-
tion, we collect some preliminary results and definitions. We assume
〈x〉γV ∈ L1(R2) for γ > 4 here, however, for some results we need the
faster decay condition 〈x〉γ1V ∈ L1 for a γ1 > 8.
Lemma 5.6 ([17, 11]). The spectrum of QT0Q in L
2(R2) is discrete
outside {−1, 1} and hence so is in QL2(R2).
(1) The projection S1 is of finite rank. Let n = rankS1.
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(2) QT0Q+ S1 has a bounded inverse in QL
2(R2) and
D0 = (QT0Q+ S1)
−1 ∈ B. (5.15)
Proof. (1) is proved in [17]. Schlag([30]) actually proves D0 ∈ B. 
Definition 5.7. We take and fix an orthonormal basis {ζ1, . . . , ζn} of
S1L
2(R2) ⊂ QL2(R2). Define S = QS1Q and write A for M(λ).
We apply Lemma 5.2 to the pair (A, S) for studying A−1 for small
as λ > 0. We first show that
A+ S = g1(λ)P + T0 + S +M0(λ) (5.16)
is invertible. We define
h1(λ) = (g1(λ) + c1)
−1, c1=〈v∗|T0 − T0QD0QT0|v∗〉. (5.17)
It is evident that h1 is a good multiplier.
Lemma 5.8. (g1P+T0+S)
−1 exists in L2(R2) and in the decomposition
L2(R2) = PL2 ⊕QL2 it is given by
h1(λ)
(
P −PT0QD0
−D0QT0P D0QT0PT0QD0
)
+QD0Q = h1(λ)L1 +QD0Q.
(5.18)
Here L1 is λ-independent, rankL1 ≤ 2 and QD0Q ∈ B.
Proof. In the decomposition L2(R2) = PL2 ⊕QL2,
g1P + T0 + S =
(
g1P + PT0P PT0Q
QT0P QT0Q+ S1
)
. (5.19)
By virtue of Lemma 5.6, D0 = (QT0Q + S1)
−1 ∈ B. It is obvious that
for small λ > 0
g1P + PT0P − PT0QD0QT0P = (g1 + c1)P
has the inverse h1(λ)P . It follows by Lemma 5.1 that (5.19) is invertible
for small λ > 0 and, (5.2) implies (5.18). It is obvious that rankL1 ≤
2. 
Lemma 5.9. (1) M(λ) + S is invertible for small λ and
(M(λ) + S)−1 = h1(λ)L1 +QD0Q+O2(gλ2). (5.20)
The following operator Ω
(1)
low is a good operator:
Ω
(1)
lowu =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)v(M(λ) + S)−1vΠ(λ)uλχ≤2a(λ)dλ. (5.21)
(2) If 〈x〉γ1V ∈ L1 for a γ1 > 8 then, O2(gλ2) in (5.20) is equal to
λ2(h1L1 +QD0Q)v(gG1 +G2)v(h1L1 +QD0Q) +O2(λ4g2) . (5.22)
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Proof. Denote L˜1=(g1P + T0 + S)
−1. Then, (5.18) and (5.7) imply
A+ S = (1 +M0L˜1)(g1P + T0 + S) is invertible for small λ > 0 and
(A+ S)−1 = L˜1 − L˜1M0L˜1 + L˜1M0L˜1(1 +M0L˜1)−1M0L˜1 (5.23)
which implies (5.20). Since h1(λ) ∈M(R2), rankL1 ≤ 2 and QD0Q ∈
B, the argument of the proof of Theorem 5.4 implies that Ω(1)low is a good
operator.
(2) The last term on the right of (5.23) is O2(λ4g2). Equation (5.8)
implies M0(λ) = −v(gλ2G1 + λ2G2)v + O2(gλ4) under the condition
and (5.22) follows from (5.23). 
We define B1 and T1 on S1L
2(R2) by
B1 = S1 − S1(A+ S)−1S1, T1 = S1QT0PT0QS1 (5.24)
and R1 on L2(R2) by
R1 = v(G1 + g−1G2)v. (5.25)
Lemma 5.10. On S1L
2(R2), we have as λ→ 0
B1 = −h1(λ)(T1 − λ2X), X = O2(g2). (5.26)
If 〈x〉γ1V ∈ L1(R2) for a γ1 > 8, then X is given more precisely by
−S1h−11 g
(R1 + h1(L1R1 +R1L1) + h21L1R1L1 +O2(gλ2))S1. (5.27)
Proof. We substitute (5.20) for (A + S)−1 in (5.24). By the definition
of D0, we have S1QD0QS1 = S1 and (5.18) implies
S1L1S1 =
(
0 0
0 S1
)(
P −PT0QD0
−D0QT0P D0QT0PT0QD0
)(
0 0
0 S1
)
= T1.
Then, (5.26) and (5.27) follow immediately by using (5.20) and (5.22)
respectively. 
If B−11 ∈ B(S1L2(R2)) exists, we have by virtue of Lemma 5.2,
M(λ)−1 = (A+S)−1 +(A+S)−1S1B−11 S1(A+S)
−1 = A0 +A1 (5.28)
where the definition of A0 and A1 should be obvious.
5.5. The case with singularities of the first kind. . We first study
the case that H has singularities of the first kind at zero, viz. when T1
is nonsingular in S1L
2(R2), and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.11. Suppose 〈x〉γV ∈ L1(R2) for a γ > 4 and H has
singularities of the first kind at zero. Then, Ωlow is a good operator.
Since rankT1 = 1, T1 is non-singular on S1L
2(R2) if and only if
rankS1 = 1. Take and fix a normalized basis ζ of S1L
2(R2). Then,
c2 = 〈T1ζ, ζ〉 = ‖PT0ζ‖2 > 0 and T1 = c2ζ ⊗ ζ. Since S1L2(R2) ⊂
QL2(R2), we have Pζ = 0 and ζ satisfies∫
R2
v(x)ζ(x)dx = 0 (5.29)
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Lemma 5.12. B1(λ)
−1 exists and
B−11 = h2(λ)
−1|ζ〉〈ζ|, h2(λ) = −c2h1(1 +O2(g2λ2)). (5.30)
Proof. Since X = O2(g2), B1 = −h1(λ)T1(1 − λ2T−11 X) is invertible
for small λ > 0 and (5.30) is satisfied. 
We use the notation of (5.28). Then, Lemma 5.9 shows that A0 is a
good producer and we need to prove that the same is true for A1. If
we insert (5.30) for B−11 and use QD0Qζ = ζ, we have
A1 = h−12 (h1L1 +QD0Q)(ζ ⊗ ζ)(h1L1 +QD0Q) +O2(g2λ2)
= h2(λ)
−1(ζ ⊗ ζ)− c−12 (L1ζ ⊗ ζ + ζ ⊗ L1ζ)
− c−12 h1(λ)(L1ζ)⊗ (L1ζ) +O2(g2λ2). (5.31)
Here Proposition 1.3 shows that all terms except h2(λ)
−1(ζ⊗ζ) are good
producers. Thus, the following lemma completes the proof of Theorem
5.11 because v(x)ζ(x) ∈ L1(R2), 〈ζ, v〉 = 0 by virtue of (5.29) and
h1(λ)
−1λχ≤(λ) is a good multiplier.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that 〈x〉ϕ(x) ∈ L1 and ∫R2 ϕ(x)dx = 0. Sup-
pose that λρ(λ)χ≤(λ) ∈M(R2). Then, the operator W1 defined by
W1u =
∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)|ϕ〉〈ϕ|Π(λ)u〉λρ(λ)χ≤(λ)dλ, u ∈ D∗
is bounded from Lp(R2) to Lp(R2) for any 1 < p <∞.
Proof. The proof is the duplication of the one of the corresponding
theorem for the point interaction ([43]). Since 〈ϕ, 1〉 = 0, we have as
in (1.25)
〈ϕ,Π(λ)u〉 = 〈ϕ,Π(λ)u(x)− Π(λ)u(0)〉
=
〈
ϕ,
1
2pi
∫
S1
(eiλzω − 1)(Fu)(λω)dω
〉
=
2∑
j=1
〈
ϕ,
izj
2pi
∫ 1
0
(∫
S1
λωj(Fτθzu)(λω)dω
)
dθ
〉
. (5.32)
Define µ(λ) = −ρ(λ)λχ≤(λ). Then µ(λ) ∈M(R2) and, as translations
and multiplier commute each other, W1u is equal to
i
2pi
∫ 1
0
2∑
j=1
(∫ ∞
0
G0(−λ)|ϕ〉〈zjϕ|Π(λ)(Rjτθzµ(|D|))u〉λdλ
)
dθ,
where Rj = Dj/|D|, j = 1, 2 are Riesz transforms. If we apply the
identity (3.13),
W1u(x) =
2∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
(∫∫
R4
zjϕ(z)ϕ(y)(τyKτzRjτθzµ(|D|)u)(x)dydz
)
dθ.
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Then, Minkowki’s inequality, Riesz theorem and Mikhlin’s multiplier
theorem jointly imply
‖W1u‖p ≤
2∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
(∫∫
R4
|zjϕ(z)ϕ(y)|‖K‖B(Lp)‖u‖pdydz
)
dθ
Then, Lemma 3.2 implies ‖W1u‖p ≤ C‖zϕ‖1‖ϕ‖1‖u‖p. 
Remark 5.14. If H has singularities of the first kind at zero, the
leading singularities of M(λ)−1 as λ→ 0 is given by (‖V ‖1/2pic2)(ζ ⊗
ζ) log λ. It is shown in [17] that
ϕ(x) = c0+
1
2pi
∫
R2
log(|x−y|)v(y)ζ(y)dy, c0 = 〈v, T0ζ〉/‖V ‖1 (5.33)
is a solution of Schro¨dinger equation
(−∆ + V )ϕ(x) = 0.
Here c0 6= 0 since 0 6= 〈T1ζ, ζ〉 = ‖P0T0ζ‖2 = |〈v1, T0ζ〉|2. Moreover as
〈ζ, v〉 = 0, ϕ(x) satisfies
ϕ(x) = c0 +
a1x1 + a2x2
|x|2 + o(|x|
−1) |x| → ∞ (5.34)
and ϕ(x) is an s-wave resonance by definition([17]).
5.6. The case with singularities of the second kind. We next
assume T1 = S1QT0PT0QS1 is also singular in S1L
2(R2) and define
S2=projection in S1L
2(R2) to Ker S1L2(R2)T1. (5.35)
Since rankT1 ≤ 1, T1|S1L2(R2) is singular if rankS1 ≥ 2 or, if rankS1 = 1
and T1 = 0. In what follows we often write S1 for S1Q,QS1 and S2 for
S2S1Q,QS1S2 for simplicity. In the rest of the paper we assume
〈x〉γ1V ∈ L1(R2) for γ1 > 8. (5.36)
Lemma 5.15. The projection S2 annihilates T0 and L1:
T0S2 = S2T0 = 0, S2L1 = L1S2 = 0. (5.37)
Proof. Since QT0QS1 = 0, PT0QS1 = T0QS1. Then
T1 = S1QT0PT0QS1 = (T0QS1)
∗(T0QS1)
and Ker S1L2(R2)T1 = Ker S1L2(R2)T0QS1. Thus, T0QS1S2 = 0 and
S2S1QT0 = (T0QS1S2)
∗ = 0 or T0S2 = 0 and S2T0 = 0. We have
PS2 = PQS2 = 0 and likewise S2P = 0; D0S2 = D0S1S2 = S1S2 = S2
and likewise S2D0 = S2. It follows
S2L1 = S2(P − PT0QD0 −D0QT0P +D0QT0PT0QD0) = 0.
The proof for L1S2 = 0 is similar. 
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Recall that M(λ)−1 is given by (5.28) if B1 = −h1(λ)(T1 − λ2X)
is invertible in S1L
2(R2) where X is defined by (5.27). We define for
simplicity
A1 = T1 − λ2X so that B1 = −h1(λ)A1 (5.38)
and study A−11 by the help of Lemma 5.2. Since rankS1 = n <∞ it is
obvious that (T1 + S2)
−1 exists in S1L2(R2).
Lemma 5.16. (1) For small λ > 0, (A1 + S2)
−1 exists and
(A1+S2)
−1 = (T1+S2)−1+λ2(T1+S2)−1X(T1+S2)−1+O2(g4λ4). (5.39)
(2) Define B2 on S2L
2(R2) by
B2 = S2 − S2(A1 + S2)−1S2 . (5.40)
Then, as λ→ 0,
B2 = λ
2h−11 g{(S2R1S2) + S2O2(g2λ2)S2} . (5.41)
Proof. (1) We have A1 + S2 = (T1 + S2)(1 − λ2(T + S2)−1X) and
X = O2(g2). It follows that (A1 + S2)−1 exists for small λ > 0 and
(5.39) is satisfied. Then S2(T1 + S2)
−1 = (T1 + S2)−1S2 = S2 implies
S2(A1 + S2)
−1S2 = S2 + λ2S2XS2 + S2O2(g4λ4)S2.
(5.27) and Lemma 5.15 imply (5.41) since h−11 g = O(g
2). 
In this subsection, we assume that
T2 = S2(vG1v)S2|S2L2(R2) (5.42)
is non-singular, viz. H has singularities of the second kind and prove
the following theorem:
Theorem 5.17. Suppose 〈x〉γ1V ∈ L1(R2) for a γ1 > 8 and H has
singularities of the second kind at zero. Then, Ωlow is bounded in L
p(R2)
for 1 < p ≤ 2 but is unbounded in Lp(R2) for 2 < p <∞.
The proof is long and is given by a series of lemmas. The case p = 2
is trivial and we assume p 6= 2. We follow the strategy of the proof of
the corresponding results for two dimensional Schro¨dingers with point
interactions (see section 4.3 of [43]).
Remark 5.18. (1) We have rankT2 = rankS2 is one or two and T2 is
negative definite. Indeed, for ζ ∈ S2L2(R2), we have
〈vG1vζ, ζ〉 = −1
2
∫
R2
(x1y1 + x2y2)v(x)v(y)ζ(x)ζ(y)dxdy (5.43)
= −1
2
2∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣∫
R2
xjv(x)ζ(x)dx
∣∣∣∣2 . (5.44)
Hence T2 = −(1/2)(x1v ⊗ x1v + x2v ⊗ x2v) and rankT2 ≤ 2 however
x1v and x2v can be linearly dependent which is in particular the case if
rankS1 = 1 (see Theorem 6.2 of [17]).
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(2) If ζ ∈ S2L2(R2), then ϕ defined by (5.33) is a solution of (−∆ +
V )ϕ = 0 as in Remark 5.14. However, c0 = 0 now since T1ζ = 0 but
T2ζ 6= 0 implies (a1, a2) 6= (0, 0). Thus, ϕ(x) produced by ζ ∈ S2L2(R2)
are p-wave resonances of −∆ + V .
(3) If T1 = 0, then S1L
2(R2) = S2L2(R2) and there is no s-wave reso-
nances. If T1 6= 0, then S1L2(R2)	 S2L2(R2) = ImageT1 = {cT0v : c ∈
C} and rankS1 = rankS2+1 ([17]). In this case, if H has singularities
of second kind, it has both s- and p-wave resonances but no zero energy
eigenvalues.
5.6.1. Reduction. If H has singularities of the second kind at zero,
then S2R1S2 is also non-singular in S2L2(R2) and we prove here that
it suffices for the proof of Theorem 5.17 to show that the operator Ω˜low
defined by∫ ∞
0
g−1λ−1G0(−λ)vS2(S2R1S2)−1S2(vΠ(λ)u)χ≤2a(λ)dλ (5.45)
satisfies the property stated in the theorem.
Since S2R1S2 is nonsingular, B2 is invertible in S2L2(R2) by virtue
of (5.41). Then, Lemma 5.2 implies
A−11 = (A1 + S2)
−1 + (A1 + S2)−1B−12 (A1 + S2)
−1; (5.46)
Recall (5.28) that M(λ)−1 = A0 + A1 and A0 is a good producer
by virtue of Lemma 5.9. We substitute B−11 = −h1(λ)−1A−11 in the
expression for A1 in (5.28). This produces A1 = −(A11 +A12) where
A11 = h−11 (A+ S)−1S1(A1 + S2)−1S1(A+ S)−1, (5.47)
A12 = h−11 (A+ S)−1S1(A1 + S2)−1S2B−12 S2(A1 + S2)−1S1(A+ S)−1.
(5.48)
Remark 5.18 implies rankT2 = rankS2 is equal to one or two and
T2 is negative selfadjoint. In what follows we assume rankT2 = 2.
Modification for the case rankT2 = 1 is obvious and we omit it. We
take the orthonormal basis {ζ1, . . . , ζn} of S1L2(R2) such that ζ1, ζ2 are
(real) eigenfunctions of T2ζj = −κ2jζj, j = 1, 2. Here n = 2 or n = 3
according to the absence or presence of the s-wave resonance. We use
the matrix notation in the space S2L
2(R2) and define:
Zu =
(〈ζ1, u〉
〈ζ2, u〉
)
, C(λ) =
(
c11(λ) c12(λ)
c21(λ) c22(λ)
)
(5.49)
where C(λ) is the matrix of S2R1S2 in the basis {ζ1, ζ2}:
cjk(λ) = 〈S2R1S2ζj, ζk〉 = −κ2jδjk + g−1〈G2vζj, vζk〉 ; (5.50)
C(λ) is non-singular and entries of C(λ)−1 = (djk) are good multipliers.
Lemma 5.19. (1) We have{
(A+ S)−1S1 = S1 + h1L1S1 +O2(gλ2)S1,
S1(A+ S)
−1 = S1 + h1S1L1 + S1O2(gλ2) (5.51)
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and modulo O2(λ4g2){
(A+ S)−1S1S2 = S2 + gλ2(h1L1 +QD0Q)R1S2,
S2S1(A+ S)
−1 = S2 + gλ2S2R1(h1L1 +QD0Q) (5.52)
(2) The operator valued function −A11 is a good producer.
Proof. (1) Multiplying (5.20) by S1 from the right or the left yields
(5.51). Insert (5.22) for O2(gλ2) in (5.51), multiply the resulting equa-
tion by S2 from the right or from the left and apply (5.37). We obtain
(5.52).
(2) (5.39) shows that
S1(A1 + S2)
−1S1 = S1(T1 + S2)−1S1 +O2(g2λ2).
It follows by using also (5.51) that, with λ-independent finite rank
operators F3 and F4, −A11 is equal to
− h−11 (S1 + h1L1S1)(T1 + S2)−1(S1 + h1S1L1) +O2(g2λ2)
= −h1(λ)−1S1(T1 + S2)−1S1 + F3 + h1(λ)F4 +O2(g2λ2). (5.53)
In (5.53), O2(g2λ2) is a good producer by virtue of Lemma 3.7 and,
Proposition 1.3 (2) and (3) imply F3 and h1(λ)F4 are good producers.
h1(λ)
−1S1(T1 + S2)−1S1 is also a good producer by virtue of Lemma
5.13 since, in the basis {ζ1, . . . , ζn}, S1(T1+S2)−1S1 =
∑
ejk|ζ〉〈ζk| with
constants {ejk} and 〈zj, v〉 = 0, j = 1, . . . , n. The lemma follows. 
Lemma 5.19 in particular implies that A11 is a good producer and,
hence, may be ignored in what follows. In (5.41) S2R1S2 is invertible
in S2L
2(R2) for small λ > 0, it follows that
B−12 = λ
−2h1g−1(S2R1S2)−1(S2 + S2O2(g2λ2)S2(S2R1S2)−1)−1
= λ−2h1g−1(S2R1S2)−1 + S2O2(1)S2 + S2O2(g2λ2)S2, (5.54)
which we substitue for B−12 in the expression (5.48) for A12. Then,
modulo a term O2(g3λ2) which is a good producer, A12(λ) becomes
g−1λ−2(A+S)−1S1(A1+S2)−1S2(S2R1S2)−1S2(A1+S2)−1S1(A+S)−1
+ (A+ S)−1S1(A1 + S2)−1S2O2(g)S2(A1 + S2)−1S1(A+ S)−1. (5.55)
Lemma 5.20. (1) There exist λ-independent operators F
(1)
j and F
(2)
j
on S1L
2(R2), j = 0, 1, 2 with rank at most two such that
(A1 + S2)
−1S2 = S2 + λ2h−11 g
2∑
j=0
O(hj1)F
(1)
j +O2(g2λ4) (5.56)
S2(A1 + S2)
−1 = S2 + λ2h−11 g
2∑
j=0
O(hj1)F
(2)
j +O2(g2λ4). (5.57)
(2) The second line of (5.55) is a good producer.
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Proof. (1) is evident from (5.39) and (5.27) since L1S2 = S2L1 = 0 by
(5.37) and rankS2 ≤ 2. Note that g−1 = O(h1).
(2) Combining (5.56), (5.57), (5.51) and (5.37), we see that the second
line of (5.55) is equal to
(A+ S)−1S1S2O2(g)S2S1(A+ S)−1 +O2(λ2g3)
= S2O2(g)S2 +O2(λ2g3). (5.58)
Here O2(λ2g3) is a good producer by virtrue of Lemma 3.7; in the basis
{ζ1, ζ2} of S2L2(R2) which satisfy 〈ζj, v〉 = 0, j = 1, 2,
S2O2(g)S2 = g(λ)
∑
bjk(λ)ζj ⊗ ζk, (5.59)
bjk(λ) = g
−1〈zj,O2(g)ζk〉 ∈ M(R2).
Then, Lemma 5.13 implies that S2O2(g)S2 is a good producer. 
Lemma 5.21. Define operator
A3 = −g(λ)−1λ−2S2(S2R1S2)−1S2. (5.60)
Then, modulo a good producer
M(λ)−1 ≡ A3(λ). (5.61)
Proof. It suffices to show that the first line of (5.55) is equal to −A3
modulo good producers. By virtue of (5.56) and (5.57), we have
λ−2g−1(A1 + S2)−1S2(S2R1S2)−1S2(A1 + S2)−1
= λ−2g−1
(
S2 + λ
2g
∑
hk−11 F
(1)
k
)
(S2R1S2)−1
(
S2 + λ
2g
∑
hk−11 F
(2)
k
)
= λ−2g−1S2(S2R1S2)−1S2 + h−11 L3(λ) +O2(g3λ2), (5.62)
where the sums are taken over k = 0, 1, 2, F
(1)
k and F
(2)
k are operators
in S1L
2(R2); and
L3(λ) =
(∑
hk1F
(1)
k
)
(S2R1S2)−1 + (S2R1S2)−1
(∑
hk1F
(2)
k
)
=
n∑
j,k
γjk(λ)ζj ⊗ ζk, γjk ∈M(R2). (5.63)
We multiply (5.62) by (A + S)−1S1 from the left and by S1(A + S)−1
from the right. (A + S)−1S1O2(g3λ2)S1(A + S)−1 is again of class
O2(g3λ2) and is a good producer; (5.63) and (5.51) imply
(A+ S)−1S1(h−1L3(λ))S1(A+ S)−1S1
= h−1L3(λ) + L1S1L3(λ) + L1S1L3(λ) +O2(g2λ2).
Here h−1L3(λ) is a good producer by Lemma 5.13 as ζj, ζk ∈ S1L2(R2);
L1S1L3(λ) + L1S1L3(λ) is also a good producer as it is a finite sum of
rank one operators multiplied by a good multiplier; and O2(g2λ2) is a
good producer by Lemma 3.7
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Thus, applying also (5.52), we see that modulo a good producer
−M(λ)−1 = g−1λ−2(A+ S)−1S1S2(S2R1S2)−1S2S1(A+ S)−1
. = g−1λ−2S2(S2R1S2)−1S2 − (h1L1 +QD0Q)R1S2(S2R1S2)−1S2
− S2(S2R1S2)−1S2R1(h1L1 +QD0Q) +O2(gλ2).
Recall that S2(S2R1S2)−1S2 =
∑2
j,k=1 djkζj ⊗ ζk with djk ∈ M(R2).
Note also that (h1L1 + QD0Q)R1S2 and S2R1(h1L1S1 + QD0Q) are
polynomials of order two of h1 and g
−1 whose coefficients are finite
rank operators. It follows that M(λ) + g−1λ−2S2(S2R1S2)−1S2 is a
good producer. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5.21 reduces the proof of Theorem 5.17 to studying Ω˜low of
(5.45). In the matrix notation defined by (5.49), S2(S2R1S2)−1S2 =
Z∗C(λ)−1Z, and Ω˜lowu is expressed in the form
−
∫ ∞
0
g−1λ−1G0(−λ)(Zv)(x)∗C(λ)−1Z(vΠ(λ)u)χ≤2a(λ)dλ . (5.64)
Recall that χ≤2a(λ)dij(λ) are good multipliers for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 and, for
u ∈ D∗, that Π(λ)u = 0 for λ 6∈ (α, β), see Lemma 3.1.
5.6.2. Decomposition of Ω˜lowu into good and bad parts. Since 〈v, ζj〉 =
0, j = 1, 2, we may express 〈vζj,Π(λ)u〉 as in (5.32) (see also (1.24)
and (1.25)):
〈vζj,Π(λ)u〉 = 1
2pi
〈
vζj,
∫ 1
0
(∫
S1
iλzωeiλωzθuˆ(λω)dω
)
dθ
〉
. (5.65)
Then, defining the good part gj(λ) and the bad part bj(λ) by (1.27) by
further expanding eiλωθ, we write 〈vζj,Π(λ)u〉 = gj(λ) + bj(λ). Define
gˆ(λ) =
(
g1(λ)
g2(λ)
)
, bˆ(λ) =
(
b1(λ)
b2(λ)
)
(5.66)
so that ZvΠ(λ)u = gˆ(λ) + bˆ(λ) and, correspondingly
Ω˜lowu = Ω˜low,gu(x) + Ω˜low,bu(x),
Ω˜low,gu(x) = −
∫ ∞
0
λ−1g(λ)−1G0(−λ)vZ∗C(λ)−1gˆ(λ)χ≤2a(λ)dλ ,
Ω˜low,bu(x) = −
∫ ∞
0
λ−1g(λ)−1G0(−λ)vZ∗C(λ)−1bˆ(λ)χ≤2a(λ)dλ .
Lemma 5.22. The good part Ω˜low,g is a good operator.
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Proof. By applying the routine change of order of integrations, we may
express Ω˜low,gu(x) as the sum over 1 ≤ j, k ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ i, l ≤ 2 of
−
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)dθ
∫
R4
dydz v(y)ζj(y)v(z)ζk(z)zlzi
×
{
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
djkg
−1χ≤2aG−λ(x− y)
(∫
S1
F(τθzRlRiu)(λω)dω
)
λdλ
}
.
Define µjk(λ) = djk(λ)g(λ)
−1χ≤2a(λ). Then, µjk ∈M(R2) and, in view
of the definition (1.19), the function inside the brace {· · · } is equal to
τy
2pi
∫ ∞
0
G−λ(x)
(∫
S1
F(µjk(|D|)τθzRlRiu)(λω)dω
)
λdλ
= (τyKµjk(|D|)τθzRlRiu)(x). (5.67)
Since ‖τyKµjk(|D|)τθzRlRiu‖p ≤ C‖u‖p with constant independent of
y, z ∈ R2, 0 < θ < 1 and u ∈ D∗, Minkowki’s inequality implies
‖Ω˜low,gu‖p ≤ Cp
( ∑
j,k,i,l=1
‖zlvζj‖1
)2
‖u‖p. (5.68)
Since p-wave resonances ζj satisfies 〈x〉−δζ ∈ L2(R2) for any 0 < δ < 1,
Schwarz inequality implies ‖zlζjv‖21 ≤ C‖〈x〉4V ‖1. Thus, the good part
Ω˜low,g is a good operator. 
5.6.3. Estimate of bad part 1, Positive result. For the bad part, we first
show that Ω˜low,b is bounded in L
p(R2) for 1 < p ≤ 2. We decompose
Ω˜low,bu = χ≥4a(|D|)Ω˜low,bu+ χ≤4a(|D|)Ω˜low,bu
where a is the constant which appears in the definition of W+χ≤2a(|D|).
Lemma 5.23. For 1 < p ≤ 2, χ≥4a(|D|)Ω˜low,b ∈ B(Lp(L2(R2))).
Proof. Via components we express in the form
Ω˜low,bu(x) =
∑
j,k
i
2pi
∫ ∞
0
λ−1g−1G0(−λ)(vζj)(x)djk(λ)bk(λ)χ≤2adλ..
As previously µjk(λ) = g(λ)
−1djk(λ)χ≤2a(λ) for j, k = 1, 2 are good
multipliers and µjk(λ) = 0 for λ > 2a evidently. Explicitly bk(λ) is
given by (see (1.27))
bk(λ) =
2∑
l=1
iλ
2pi
〈ζk, zlv〉
∫
S1
(FRlu)(λω)dω.
Thus,
χ≥4a(|D|)Ω˜low,bu(x) =
2∑
j,k,l=1
Xjklu(x)
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where for j, k, l = 1, 2
Xjklu(x) =
i〈zlv|ζk〉
2pi
∫ ∞
0
χ≥4a(|D|)G0(−λ)(vζj)(x)
×
(∫
S1
(Fµjk(|D|)Rlu)(λω)dω
)
dλ. (5.69)
We decompose the convolution kernel of χ≥4a(|D|)G0(−λ). Define
µ(ξ) = χ≥4a(ξ)|ξ|−2 and split as
χ≥4a(|ξ|)(ξ2 − λ2)−1 = µ(ξ) + λ2µ(ξ)(ξ2 − λ2)−1. (5.70)
Note that for λ < 2a for which µjk(λ) 6= 0 functions in (5.70) are
smooth functions of ξ ∈ R2. Via Fourier transform
χ≥4a(|D|)G−λ(x− y) = µˆ(x− y) + λ2µ(|D|)G−λ(x− y) (5.71)
and χ≥4a(|D|)G0(−λ)vζj(x) becomes the sum
µˆ ∗ (vζj)(x) + λ2
∫
R2
µ(|D|)G−λ(x− y)(vζj)(y)dy. (5.72)
We substitute (5.72) for χ≥4a(|D|)G0(−λ)(vζj)(x) in (5.69). Then,
Xjklu(x) = X
(b)
jklu(x) +X
(g)
jklu(x).
where X
(b)
jklu(x) and X
(g)
jklu(x) are the functions produced by the first
and the second terms of (5.72) respectively.
Using the fact that second factor contains the ample factor λ2, we
first show that X
(g)
jklu(x) is a good operator. Denote ρjk(λ) = λµjk(λ).
Then, by changing the order of integration and by integrating with
respect to dλ first as usual, we obtain
X
(g)
jklu(x) = i
〈zlv|ζk〉
2pi
∫
R2
(vζj)(y)
×
{∫ ∞
0
µ(|D|)τyG−λ(x)
(∫
S1
(Fρjk(|D|)Rlu)(λ)dω
)
λdλ
}
dy
= 〈zlv|ζk〉 ·
∫
R2
(vζj)(y)(µ(|D|)Kρjk(|D|)Rlu)(x− y)dy.
(Here we have omitted the repetitious argument for the changing the
order of integration.) Then, Minkowski’s inequality and (3.4) imply
‖X(g)jklu‖p ≤ Cp|〈zlv|ζk〉|‖vζj‖1‖u‖p (5.73)
for any 1 < p <∞.
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Since µˆ ∗ (vζj)(x) is independent of λ, we may express X(b)jklu(x) in
the form
X
(b)
jklu(x) =
i〈zlv|ζk〉
2pi
(µ ∗ vζj)(x)
∫ ∞
0
(∫
S1
(Fµjk(|D|)Rlu)(λ)dω
)
dλ
=
i〈zlv|ζk〉
2pi
(µ ∗ vζj)(x)
∫
R2
(Fµjk(|D|)Rlu)(ξ)|ξ|−1dξ. (5.74)
Here µ ∗ vζj ∈ Lp(R2) for any 1 < p < ∞ since µ ∈ Lp(R2) and
vζj ∈ L1(R2). Since
µjk(λ)|ξ|−1 = (g(|ξ|)|ξ|)−1djk(|ξ|)χ≤2a(|ξ|) ∈ Lp(R2)
as long as 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, the linear functional∫
R2
(Fµjk(|D|)Rlu)(ξ)|ξ|−1dξ =
∫
R2
u(x)F(µjk(|ξ|)ξl|ξ|−2)(x)dx
is bounded on Lp(R2) for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 by virtue of Ho¨lder’s and Hausdorff-
Young’s inequalities. Thus, X
(b)
jkl is bounded in L
p(R2) for 1 < p ≤ 2.
This proves the lemma. 
The next lemma together with previous Lemma 5.23 proves that
Ω˜low,b is bounded in L
p(R2) if 1 < p < 2.
Lemma 5.24. Let 1 < p < 2. The low energy part χ≤4a(|D|)Ω˜low,b is
bounded from Lp(R2) to itself.
Proof. The argument patterns after the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [43] for
the corresponding result for the point interactions. As in the proof of
Lemma 5.23 it suffices to show the lemma for X˜jklu(x), j, k, l = 1, 2
(cf. (5.69) ignoring the harmless factor in the front) defined by∫ ∞
0
χ≤4a(|D|)G0(−λ)vζj(x)
(∫
S1
(Fµjk(|D|)Rlu)(λω)dω
)
dλ . (5.75)
Recall that µjk(λ) = djk(λ)g(λ)
−1χ≤2a(λ). Write ujkl = µjk(|D|)Rlu.
We have for λ < 2a
χ≤4a(|D|)G0(−λ)vζj(x) = 1
2pi
∫
R2
eixξχ≤4a(|ξ|)F(vζj)(ξ)
ξ2 − λ2 + i0 dξ (5.76)(
def
= lim
s↓0
1
2pi
∫
R2
eixξχ≤4a(|ξ|)F(vζj)(ξ)
ξ2 − λ2 + iσ dξ
)
.
Since 〈vζj, 1〉 = 0, we have as previously
F(vζj)(ξ) = 1
2pi
∫ 1
0
(∫
R2
(−izξ)e−iθzξ(vζj)(z)dz
)
dθ,
which we substitute in (5.76). Then χ≤4a(|D|)G0(−λ)vζj(x) becomes
the sum over m = 1, 2 of the integral over the interval [0, 1] with respect
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θ of
−i
(2pi)2
∫
R2
(∫
R2
ξmχ≤4a(|ξ|)ei(x−θz)ξzm(vζj)(z)
ξ2 − λ2 + i0 dz
)
dξ
=
−i
2pi
∫
R2
zm(vζj)(z)τθz
(
1
2pi
∫
R2
eixξ
ξmχ≤4a(|ξ|)
ξ2 − λ2 + i0dξ
)
dz. (5.77)
Here the change of order of integral is trivially justified if +i0 is replaced
by +iσ; for the change of the order of the limit σ → 0 and the integral,
we observe that for u ∈ D∗, uˆ(ξ) = 0 for |ξ| < α and for λ > α,
1
2pi
∫
R2
eixξ
ξmχ≤4a(|ξ|)
ξ2 − λ2 + iσdξ = G0(
√
λ2 − iσ)F(ξmχ≤4a)(x)
has a limit as σ → +0 uniformly with respect to x ∈ R2 and the
dominated convergence theorem applies. Define ωm = ξm|ξ|−1 and
write
ξm
ξ2 − λ2 + i0 =
λωm
ξ2 − λ2 + i0 +
ωm
|ξ|+ λ.
Then the inner integral in the right of (5.77) becomes
Rmλχ≤4a(|D|)G−λ(x) +Rm
(
1
2pi
∫
R2
eixξ
χ≤4a(|ξ|)
|ξ|+ λ dξ
)
(5.78)
where (R1, R2) = (D1/|D|, D2/|D|) are Riesz transforms. Combining
(5.75), (5.77) and (5.78) together and changing the order of integra-
tions, we see that X˜jklu(x) is equal to the sum over m = 1, 2 of
−iRm
2pi
∫
R2
zm(vζj)(z)τθzχ≤4a(|D|)
(∫ ∞
0
∫
S1
G−λ(x)ûjkl(λω)dωλdλ
)
dz
(5.79)
+
−iRm
(2pi)2
∫
R2
zm(vζj)(z)τθz
(∫
R2
eixξχ≤4a(|ξ|)
(|ξ|+ |η|)|η| ûjkl(η)dξdη
)
dz (5.80)
By virtue of the definition (1.19), (5.79) is equal to
−i
2pi
∫
R2
zm(vζj)(z)τθzRmχ≤4a(|D|)Kujkl(x)dz.
Thus, Minkowski’s inequality, (3.4) and the multiplier theory imply
that for δ > 0 such that 4 + 2δ < γ/2
‖(5.79)‖p ≤ C
∫
R2
|zm(vζj)(z)|‖ujkl‖p ≤ C‖〈z〉−δζj‖2‖〈x〉2+δv‖2‖u‖p
for 1 < p < ∞, where in the last step we used he fact that µjk(|ξ|) ∈
M(R2). The inner integral of (5.80) may be written in the form∫
R2
(∫
R4
eixξ−iyηχ≤4a(|ξ|)χ≤2a(|η|)
(|ξ|+ |η|)|η|g(|η|) dξdη
)
(djk(|D|)Rmu)(y)dy (5.81)
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It is known that (Lemma 4.7 of [43]) for 1 < p < 2 the integral operator
with the kernel
L(x, y) =
∫
R4
eixξ−iyηχ≤4a(|ξ|)χ≤2a(|η|)
(|ξ|+ |η|)|η|g(|η|) dξdη
is bounded in Lp(R2) and ‖(5.80)‖p ≤ C‖u‖p. Lemma 5.24 is proved.

5.6.4. Estimate of bad part 2, Negative result. The following lemma
implies that W+ is unbounded in L
p(R2) when 2 < p <∞.
Lemma 5.25. Let 2 < p <∞. Then, χ≥4a(|D|)Ω˜low,b is unbounded in
Lp(R2).
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 5.22 and (5.73), it suffices to show that the
lemma for the operator Ω˜low∗ defined by
Ω˜low∗u =
2∑
j,k,l=1
X
(b)
jklu.
By virtue of (5.74), we have
Ω˜low∗u(x) =
2∑
j=1
`j(u)µ ∗ (vζj)(x), (5.82)
`j(u) =
2∑
k,l=1
i〈zlv|ζk〉
∫
R2
u(x)F(µjk(|ξ|)ξl|ξ|−2)(x)dx. (5.83)
We have seen that µ ∗ (vζj) ∈ Lp(R2), j = 1, 2 for any 1 ≤ p < ∞.
Actually they are linearly independent for, suppose c1µ ∗ (vζ1) + c2µ ∗
(vζ2) = µ ∗ (c1vζ1 + c2vζ2) = 0 for constants c1, c2 ∈ C; since µ(x) is
entire, this implies v(x)(c1ζ1 + c2ζ2)(x) = 0 and (c1ζ1 + c2ζ2)(x) = 0 for
x such that v(x) 6= 0. But ζj(x) satisfies
−κ2jζj(x) = v(x)(G1vζj)(x)
and ζj(x) = 0 whenever v(x) = 0. Thus, (c1ζ1 + c2ζ2)(x) = 0 and
c1 = c2 = 0 because 〈ζj, ζk〉 = δjk.
Suppose that Ω˜low∗ is bounded in Lp(R2) for a 2 < p < ∞. Then,
since µ∗ (vζ1) and µ∗ (vζ2) are linearly independent, the Hahn-Banach
theorem implies both `1 and `2 must be continuous functionals on
Lp(R2); then, by virtue of the Riesz representation theorem, it must
be that
2∑
k,l=1
eklF(µjk(|ξ|)ξl|ξ|−2) ∈ Lq(R2), ekl = 〈zlv|ζk〉
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for the dual exponent q of p and hence, for j = 1, 2
2∑
k=1
djk(|ξ|)
2∑
l=1
eklχ≤2a(ξ)ξlg(|ξ|)−1|ξ|−2 ∈ Lp(R2)
by Haudorff-Young’s inequality. This means in vector notation that
χ≤2a(|ξ|)
g(|ξ|)|ξ|2C(|ξ|)
−1N (ξ) ∈ Lp(R2,C2), N (ξ) =
(
e11ξ1 + e12ξ2
e21ξ1 + e22ξ2
)
.
(5.84)
But C(|ξ|)−1 has bounded inverse for |ξ| ≤ 2a, it must be that
χ≤2a(|ξ|)
g(|ξ|)|ξ|2 (ek1ξ1 + ek2ξ2) ∈ L
p(R2), k = 1, 2. (5.85)
Since p > 2 this is possible only if ek1 = ek2 = 0, k = 1, 2 or
〈z1v|ζk〉 = 〈z2v|ζk〉=0. This contradicts with (5.44). Thus, Ω˜low∗ must
be unbounded in Lp(R2) for any 2 < p <∞. 
5.7. Sigularities of the third kind. Finally we consider the case
that T2 = S2vG1vS2|S2L2(R2) is singular in S2L2(R2) and let S3 be the
projection in S2L
2(R2) onto KerT2. It is well known ([17]) in this
case that T3 = S3vG2vS3 is necessarily non-singular in S3L
2. We first
assume that S2	 S3 6= 0. But it will become evident from the proof of
Lemma 5.27 that W+ becomes a good operator if S3 = S2 (see Theorem
5.28).
Theorem 5.26. Suppose that H has singularities of the third kind at
zero and S3 ( S2. Then W+ is bounded in Lp(R2) for 1 < p ≤ 2 and
is unbounded in Lp(R2) for 2 < p <∞.
By virtue of Lemma 5.21 modulo a good producer
vM(λ)−1v ≡ −g(λ)−1λ−2vS2(S2R1S2)−1S2v. (5.86)
and we need only study the operator Ω˜low defined by (5.45). For short-
ening formulas, define
R˜1 = S2R1S2, T = S2vG1vS2(= T2), T˜ = S2vG2vS2,
so that R˜1 = T + g−1T˜ and T3 = S3T˜ S3. Decompose S2L2(R2) into
the orthogonal sum
S2L
2(R2) = X2 ⊕X3, X2 = (S2 	 S3)L2(R2), X3 = S3L2(R2)
and express R˜1 in S2L2(R2) as the operator matrix in this decomposi-
tion:
R˜1 =
(
T22 + g
−1T˜22 g−1T˜23
g−1T˜32 g−1T˜33
)
. (5.87)
Here Tjk is the Xk → Xj part of T for j, k = 2, 3 and the likewise for
T˜ and we have used that T23 = 0, T32 = 0 and T33 = 0. Note that
T˜33 = T3.
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We apply Feshbach Lemma 5.1 to (5.87). (g−1T33)−1 = gT−133 exists
by the assumption and T22 is non-singular in X2 by the definition. It
follows that
T22 + g
−1(T˜22 − T˜23T˜−133 T˜32)
is invertible in X2 for small λ > 0 and inverse is given by the convergent
Neumann series:
d
def
= T−122 (1X2 + g
−1(T˜22 − T˜23T˜−133 T˜32)T−122 )−1
= T−122
∞∑
n=0
g(λ)−1En, E0 = 1X2 , (5.88)
Then, Lemma 5.1 implies
R˜−11 = gS3T−13 S3 + L4, L4 =
(
d −dT˜23T˜−133
−T˜−133 T˜32d T˜−133 T˜32dT˜23T˜−133
)
. (5.89)
We now take the basis {ζ1, . . . , ζm} of S2L2(R2) such that {ζ1, . . . , ζl},
1 ≤ l ≤ 2 are the eigenfunctions of T2 = S2vG1vS2 with strictly
negative eigenvalues −κ21, . . . ,−κ2l and {ζl+1, . . . , ζm} is the basis of
S3L
2(R2) = Ker S2L2(R2)T2 which consists of eigenfunctions of T3|X3
with non-zero eigenvalues αl+1, . . . , αm. Since T2ζk = 0 for k = l +
1, . . . ,m, (5.44) implies for these k’s∫
R2
x1ζk(x)v(x)dx =
∫
R2
x2ζk(x)v(x)dx = 0. (5.90)
Lemma 5.27. Suppose that H has singularities of the third kind at
zero and S3 ( S2. Then W+ is bounded in Lp(R2) for 1 < p ≤ 2.
Proof. We represent R˜−11 = gS3T−13 S3 + L4 by the matrix in the or-
thonormal basis {ζ1, . . . , ζm} and substitute it for C(λ)−1 in (5.64) with
the obvious modification for Zv(x) which is now m-component vector
defined via this basis. The matrix is the sum for the ones for gS3T
−1
3 S3
and for L4. Let
B(λ) =
β11 . . . βm1... ... ...
βm1 . . . βmm
 (5.91)
be the one for L4. Observe that, by virtue of (5.89) and (5.88), βjk(λ)
are analytic functions of g(λ)−1 for small λ and, hence, βjk(λ)χ≤(λ)
are good multipliers. and the moment property that 〈ζj, v〉 = 0 holds
for all j = 1, . . . ,m. Then, the proof of the positive part of Theorem
5.17 implies that the operator produced by B(λ):∫ ∞
0
g−1λ−1〈G0(−λ)(Zv)(x)∗|B(λ)|Z(vΠ(λ)u)〉χ≤(λ)dλ . (5.92)
is bounded in Lp(R2) for 1 < p < 2 (recall that these are the only
properties of djk(λ) and ζj which are used there).
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The matrix for gS3T
−1
3 S3 is the diagonal matrix which we denote
D˜3 = diag(α1, . . . , αm) whose first l elements vanish. Hence, the oper-
ator (5.64) with D˜3 in place of C(λ)−1 is equal to
m∑
j=l+1
αj
∫ ∞
0
λ−1(G0(−λ)ζjv)(x)〈ζjv,Π(λ)u〉χ≤(λ)dλ. (5.93)
Note that these are operators of the form (3.6) but with the singular
factor λ−1 in place of λ. However, we can get around this difficulty by
using the extra cancellation property 〈xlζj, v〉 = 0, l = 1, 2 in addition
to 〈ζj, v〉 = 0 for j = l + 1, . . . ,m which follows from (5.44) with
ζ = ζj ∈ S3L2(R2) for which the left side vanishes. Then, this allows
the decomposition 〈ζjv|Π(λ)u〉 = gj(λ) + bj(λ) of (1.27) with bj = 0
and, as in Lemma 5.22,
(5.93) = −
m∑
k=l+1
2∑
l,m=1
αk
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)
×
(∫
R4
zlzm(ζkv)(y)(ζkv)(z)(τyKχ≤2a(|D|)RmRlτθzu)(x)dydz
)
dθ.
Then by using Mikowski’s inequality, (3.4) and the multiplier theorem
we obtain
‖(5.93)‖p ≤ C
m∑
j=l+1
‖z2ζjv‖1‖ζjv‖1‖u‖p ≤ C‖〈z〉γV ‖1‖u‖p, γ > 4.
Thus, (5.93) is a good operator and the proof of Lemma 5.27 is com-
pleted. 
The proof of Lemma 5.27 produces the following theorem for the
case S2 = S3.
Theorem 5.28. Suppose that H has singularities of the third kind at
zero and T2 = 0, viz. S2 = S3. Then W+ is bounded in L
p(R2) for all
1 < p <∞.
Proof. Under the condition we have L4 = 0 and R˜−11 = gT−13 . Then,
Theorem 5.28 is evident by the second part of the proof of the previous
lemma. 
The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 5.26
Lemma 5.29. Suppose that H has singularities of the third kind at
zero and S3 ( S2. Then W+ is unbounded in Lp(R2) if 2 < p <∞.
Proof. Let B(λ) be the matrix of (5.91). In view of the proof of Lemma
5.27, it suffices to prove that the operator Ω˜Bu(x) defined by
Ω˜Bu(x) =
∫ ∞
0
g−1λ−1(G0(−λ)(Zv)(x)∗B(λ)ZvΠ(λ)u)(x)χ≤(λ)dλ
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is unbounded in Lp(R2) if 2 < p < ∞. We define gˆ(λ) and bˆ(λ) by
(1.27) so that Z(vΠ(λ)u) = gˆ(λ) + bˆ(λ) and Ω˜Bu(x) = Ω˜B,gu + Ω˜B,bu
where
Ω˜B,gu(x) =
∫ ∞
0
λ−1g(λ)−1G0(−λ)vZ∗B(λ)gˆ(λ)χ≤ε(λ)dλ , (5.94)
Ω˜B,bu(x) =
∫ ∞
0
λ−1g(λ)−1G0(−λ)vZ∗B(λ)bˆ(λ)χ≤ε(λ)dλ . (5.95)
Then, the proof of Lemma 5.22 with B(λ) in place of C(λ) implies Ω˜B,g
is a good operator.
Then, it suffices to prove χ≥4a(|D|)Ω˜B,b is unbounded in Lp(R2) if
2 < p < ∞. We prove this by slightly modifying the argument of the
proof of Lemma 5.25. χ≥4a(|D|)Ω˜B,bu(x) is given by the right of (5.82)
and (5.83) with βjk in place of djk which is hidden in the definition of
µjk(λ). Here again we can show that µ∗(vζ1), . . . , µ∗(vζm) are linearly
independent by modifying the argument there: for concluding ζj(x) = 0
when v(x) = 0 we now use that −κ2jζj(x) = v(x)(G1vζj)(x) only for
j = 1, . . . , l and, for j = l + 1, . . . ,m, we use ρjζj(x) = v(x)(G2vζj)(x)
for ρj 6= 0. Then as previously, Hahn-Banach theorem implies that if
Ω˜B,b is bounded in L
p(R2) for a 2 < p <∞, then we must have (5.84)
with B(|ξ|) in place of C(|ξ|)−1, viz
χ≤(|ξ|)
g(|ξ|)|ξ|2B(|ξ|)N (ξ) ∈ L
p(R2), N (ξ) =
 e11ξ1 + e12ξ2...
em1ξ1 + em2ξ2
 . (5.96)
Here, for k = l + 1, . . . ,m, vG2vζk = 0 implies ekh = i〈zhv|ζk〉/2pi = 0,
h = 1, 2 hence ek1 = ek2 = 0 by virtue of (5.90). Thus, considering
only the first l components of (5.96), we must have
χ≤(|ξ|)
g(|ξ|)|ξ|2 B˜(|ξ|)N˜(ξ) ∈ L
p(R2), N˜(ξ) =
e11ξ1 + e12ξ2...
el1ξ1 + el2ξ2
 (5.97)
where B˜(|ξ|) is the first l× l small matrix of B(|ξ|), viz. the represen-
tation matrix of
d = T−122 (1X2 + g
−1(T˜22 − T˜23T−13 T˜32)T−122 )−1
which is non-singular with bounded inverse for small 0 < λ < 2a. Thus,
ek1 = ek2 = 0 must be true also for k = 1, . . . , l which again contradicts
to (5.44). This completes the proof. 
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